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I.

Introduction and Study Objectives

The purpose of the study is to identify current and future parking needs in a way that prepares
the community for future growth while also balancing the desire to maintain Parker’s local,
hometown feel. Through conversation with Town staff and community stakeholders, and based
on review of the Town of Parker’s larger community vision, the following key objectives have been
identified for this Study to address:
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

⦁
⦁

Identify a structure or “organizational home” for parking management activities;
Analyze the use of both public and private parking facilities, including demand for
parking spaces, occupancy, and turnover;
Provide best practice solutions for maximizing the use of existing parking resources;
Understand public perceptions of downtown parking, including opportunities,
challenges, and key concerns from the community’s perspective;
Begin positioning parking as a contributor to continued downtown redevelopment and
economic expansion;
Provide recommendations on establishing positive and proactive customer relations;
Explore the range of parking management strategies that can be used to encourage onstreet parking turnover and promote increased downtown vitality without unduly
penalizing infrequent violators;
Position parking within the larger “access management” context in a way that promotes
a balanced system of parking and transportation alternatives; and
Identify and recommend parking management strategies that balance the needs to
businesses, residents, and visitors.
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Exhibit 1.

Study Area
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II.

Planning Context

The Town of Parker has established a clear vision and policy framework to guide development
and implementation of this Downtown Parking Study and Plan. The following section provides a
high-level summary of existing planning and policy documents, which serve as important
context for this planning effort.

Guiding Planning and Policy Documents
TOWN MASTER PLAN: 2035 CHANGES AND CHOICES
The Town Master Plan: 2035 Changes and Choices outlines a framework for policies and
recommendations that suggest changes to the physical, social, and economic environment of
Parker. According to the plan, the boundaries of the Town are defined by the Urban Growth Area;
however, the Town itself does not control the unincorporated areas within this boundary. This plan
refers to the Open Space, Trails, and Greenways Master Plan which includes a Bike Lane
Plan to identify bike lane development opportunities within Parker. Maintaining a “hometown feel”
is a common theme throughout the document. Specific to the Downtown core, the plan proposes
maintaining and enhancing the historical character while creating a more compact and walkable
mixed-use neighborhood.
Parker’s 2010 land use consisted of 51% residential, 26% open space and parks, and 14%
commercial. As previously stated, the Town and the public are both in favor of a
“’managed/planned/controlled’ scenario over ‘unlimited’ or ‘no’ growth,” (Town of Parker 2012).
The plan is broken down into 12 types of “Character Areas”: E-470 Corridor, Central Commercial
District, Light Industrial District, Downtown Core, East Downtown Gateway, Mixed UseResidential Emphasis, Mixed Use, Medical District, Regional Retail District, Employment District,
Medium Density Residential, and Low Density Residential. By designating these areas, the Town
can grow appropriately for what the market demands. For the Downtown Core, the main goal is
to maintain and enhance the historical character of the area by making it a compact, pedestrianoriented destination.
Parking policy decision and management efforts can play a key role in enabling development and
maintaining the historical character of Downtown, all while creating a more compact and walkable
mixed-use neighborhood. However, parking codes can also work against the creation of a more
walkable and compact development pattern. Policy guidance from the 2035 Plan will be critical
as recommendations from the Downtown Parking Study and Plan are implemented.
The East Downtown Gateway is a transition from the Downtown Core and residential areas. This
area focuses on “higher density residential, office, government, arts and cultural venues,
restaurants, retail, personal services, as well as parks, open space, and other public gathering
spaces,” (Town of Parker 2012). According to the plan, retail should serve surrounding residents
while fitting in with the unique character and culture of the adjacent Downtown Core.
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TOWN OF PARKER TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN
The Town of Parker Transportation Master Plan serves as the transportation element of the
2035 Town Master Plan. Its six main goals are: integration, multi-modal, interconnected[ness],
design and maintenance, health, and safety.
According to the plan, a large percentage of street parking spaces are currently used by office
employees and are therefore occupied during peak hours for surrounding retail and restaurant
businesses. The plan additionally refers to the use of the Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE)
guiding principles as being integrated into current Parker guidelines when creating a
comprehensive roadway system plan. The guiding principles for effective roadway systems per
ITE are as follows:
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

Consists of a multimodal network that serves pedestrian, bicyclists, transit, the
automobile and trucks;
Planned as layered networks serving all modes of passenger travel, including trucking
routes;
Have a high degree of connectivity to help provide multiple routing options for all users;
Have a network density appropriate to the land use patterns and urban form that are
served
Planned with recognition of the role of roadways as public spaces that help shape urban
environments; and
Planned with consideration of environmental, social, and economic issues.

The plan also notes that Parker offers approximately 65 miles of trails for both recreation and nonmotorized transportation. Additionally, there are 8.4 miles of off-street bicycle lanes and most
streets in town have sidewalks for pedestrian travel.
PARKER MAINSTREET MASTER PLAN
The Parker Mainstreet Master Plan discusses the ways in which the downtown areas of Old
Town and West End can be improved through policy changes and design aesthetics to maintain
the charm of the area while allowing for growth. While the plan describes many areas of
improvement, parking and “enhancing the pedestrian environment” are two significant topics.
Currently, there are approximately 365 on-street parking spaces within the Study Area and 945
off-street public parking spaces in lots ranging in size from 26 to 182 spaces. All public parking in
this area is free and has no time restriction. In addition to these free parking areas, there a number
of privately controlled lots such as the 238-space Pikes Peak Drive Lot.
While patrons enjoy free parking, it causes lack of turnover and frustration for local business
owners. Additionally, current policy does not recommend parking minimums and maximums for
new development, which allows for the market to dictate an appropriate number of spaces instead
of a required number. Overall, the largest parking issue in the area is during special events. To
address this, the Mainstreet Master Plan recommends preparing a strategic special events
parking plan that would allow for temporary parking on Town-owned parcels, valet parking
locations and management, and shuttle services from outlying lots. With regard to everyday
4

parking, the Plan recommends a variety of solutions including dynamic parking signage to direct
drivers to available parking, as well as implementing time-restricted parking. Shared parking,
access to parking locations from roads other than Mainstreet, and the idea of parking once and
walking between destinations is also suggested. Long-term recommendations suggest a full
parking study as well as an evaluation of parking capacity and structured parking requirements
for new development.
The Plan further makes suggestions on the enhancement of the pedestrian environment through
street design. The 2014 Transportation Master Plan recommended a policy shift to give a greater
priority to pedestrians and bicyclists to emphasize multimodal transportation. The Parker
Mainstreet Master Plan recommends enhanced traffic calming techniques to do this. Slower
vehicle speeds can be created using design strategies such as curb bump-outs, raised
intersections, and narrower streets. It is further recommended that all sidewalks should include
ADA-accessible transitions from the curb to the street level and should meet all requirements for
longitudinal and cross slopes. Additionally, it is recommended that crossings have audible
indicators for visually impaired users as well as consistent ground textures for ease of use.
OLD TOWN PARKER CREATIVE DISTRICT PLAN
In 2012, Parker was given the designation of an Emerging Creative district by the Colorado
Creative Industries Division. One of the requirements of this designation was to create a strategic
plan to achieve this vision. The Colorado Creative Industries Division gives selected areas access
to grant funding, tools, and technical assistance to attract creative entrepreneurs and artists as a
way to promote innovation and economic activity. Through this funding and other provided
opportunities, selected districts can create vibrant and lively places to work and live. One aspect
which Parker chose to highlight in the Plan is to ‘enhance design and streetscape.’
Of this element, seven goals were set with varying timelines and goal champions:
⦁

Goal 1: Develop a downtown master plan that promotes and incorporates a higher
density residential/professional (lofts/retail) development and focuses on walkability,
artistic elements, coordinated streetscape and signage, and a multitude of people
gathering places. Timeline: to be completed by the end of 2014.

⦁

Goal 2: Create and implement a wayfinding program. Timeline: to be completed by
summer 2014.

⦁

Goal 3: Add pedestrian lighting to Pikes Peak Court and Pikes Peak Drive. Timeline:
to be completed 2014-15.

⦁

Goal 4: Create accessible and convenient outdoor areas for gathering, with the
number one project being the Civic Center.

⦁

Goal 5: Maintain walkability and District character by implementing urban design
techniques such as locating parking in the back of buildings, and positioning entries
and active windows toward the sidewalk. Timeline: begin in 2015.

⦁

Goal 6: Provide adequate parking for the District as well as surrounding entertainment
development to increase pedestrian traffic. Timeline: ongoing.
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⦁

Goal 7: Encourage “amenity zones” which allow for outdoor dining, sales, etc.

PARKER ROAD CORRIDOR PLAN
The Parker Road Corridor Plan is an ongoing plan for Parker Road, a significant regional
corridor and the primary north/south highway through the Town. The highway does not currently
reflect the high quality and standard of aesthetics that Parker values and promotes. “This plan will
develop a corridor-specific vision and goals related to land use, economics, urban form, and
multimodal transportation that will provide an identity more closely aligned with the Town’s vision,
Master Plan, and Transportation Master Plan, and more reflective of residents’ desires and
standards.” (Town of Parker 2016).

Comparative Analysis of Current Parking Regulations
The Town of Parker’s Municipal Code, Title 13.04.110, defines Downtown Parker within the
Greater Downtown (GD) Zone District. Five separate "Design Districts" are established within
the GD Zone District: Historic Center, Pikes Peak Center, Town Center, Twenty Mile Center,
and Market Center. Three of these Design Districts are represented within the Parking Study
Area: Historic Center, Pikes Peak Center, and Town Center. These are shown in 0
LDO Title 13.06.050 – Off-Street Parking Requirements, in the Town of Parker’s Municipal Code,
regulates parking in the Town of Parker. Schedule 13.06.050A is a table showing the required offstreet parking ratios for each land use category allowed in the Town, except those of the Historic
Center and Pikes Peaks Center Design District, as they are exempt and do not require any offstreet parking.
A comparative analysis was conducted between the Town’s current parking standards and three
national parking reference sources: the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) recommended
parking standards, the Urban Land Institute (ULI) recommended shared parking standards, and
the Parking Consultants Council (PCC) recommended Zoning Ordinance Provisions for Parking.
Note, only the eligible land uses within the Town Center Design District of the GD zone district
are shown in the comparative table below. All requirements listed below represent parking
minimums. None of the requirements below have established maximum parking ratios.
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Exhibit 2.

Lot Identification (three of five lots located within the Greater Downtown Zone District)
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Table 1.

Town of Parker Parking Standards Comparison to National Recommendations

Allowed Land Uses (ITE Identified
Land Uses) Within the GD Zone
District
“Town Center Design District”

Alternative Parking Standards
Downtown Parker

ITE
(Conventional)1

ULI (Shared)2

1.4/du

0.5/du

1.85/du

1.5/du

0.5/du

1.85/du

0.98/du

0.5/du

PCC3

Residential/accommodations
Low/Mid-Rise Apartment
High-Rise Apartment
Residential Condominium

3-bedroom unit: 2/du;
2-bedroom unit: 1.5/du
1-bedroom or studio unit: 1/du;
guest parking:
0.25/du (public streets eligible)

Senior Adult Housing- Attached

1.4/du

Congregate Care / Assisted Living
Continuing Care Retirement
Community
Hotel

0.5/du
Admin.

1.3/du

1/guestroom

1.3/guestroom

< 2000 sf: 1/ du;
2000 to 3000 sf: 2/du;
over 3000 sf: 3/du
.5/du
.35/du

N/A

.5/du

0.9/guestroom

Institutions
School, Elementary
School, Middle/Junior

1.5/each classroom

0.28/student
0.11/student

School, High

4/each classroom

0.46/student

School, College

Admin.
1/each 4 children of licensed
capacity
1/each 3 persons of seating
capacity

Admin.

Day Care, Preschool, Nursery
Place of Worship
Museum
Library
Conference Center or Meeting Hall
Hospital
Nursing Home

3/1,000 sf
5/1,000 sf
1.5/each patient bed

Higher of 0.2/seat in auditorium
or gym and 0.25/student

0.24/student

3.7/1,000 sf

Higher of 0.3/seat in auditorium
or gym and 0.3/student
Admin.
0.3/person licensed capacity
enrollment

0.16/seat

0.4 /seat

2.1/1,000 sf

0.25/ person in permitted
capacity

2.61/1,000 sf

4.08/ bed

up to 25,000 sf, 30/1000 sf;
25,000 -50,000 sf: 20/1000 sf;
Admin.

0.39/ bed

0.5 /bed

0.31/attendee

5.5/1,000 sf

Eating and drinking establishments
Quality Restaurant (including
Lounge, Bar, Micro-Brewery)
High-Turnover (Sit-Down)
Restaurant

Fast-Food Restaurant without DriveThrough Window

1/each 3 persons of rated
capacity (excluding outdoor
seating areas)

N/A

15.4/1,000 sf

15.25/1,000
SF

20/1,000 sf

0.33-0.48/seat

9/1,000 sf

15/1,000 sf

12.4/1,000 sf
(hamburger
restaurant)
8.20/1,000 sf
(non-hamburger
restaurant)

12.75/1000 sf

15/1,000 sf
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General office, retail, services/sales
General Office

2.4/1,000 sf

0.2-0.3/1,000
sf

Medical-Dental Office

3.53/1,000 sf

3/1,000 sf

Government Office

1/3000 sf

4.15/1,000 sf

Shopping Center

3.02/1,000 sf

Grocery Store
Pharmacy/Drugstore without DriveThrough Window
Convenience Market

2.27/1,000 sf

1/250 sf

3.4/1,000 sf

Furniture Store

1/500 SF

0.94/1,000 SF

Animal Hospital/Veterinary Clinic

1/400 SF (not including pens)

1.6/1,000 SF

2.9/1,000 SF

3.8/1,000 sf up to 25,000 sf;
25,000 - 100,000 sf; 3.4;
100,000 - 500,000 sf; 2.8/1,000
sf 500,000 sf +
4.5/1,000 sf
Admin.
4/1,000 sf up to 400,000 sf;
400,000 - 600,000 sf: 4.5/1,000
sf
6.75/1,000 sf

1.83/1,000 sf
2.75/1,000 sf

Recreation, amusement, entertainment
Indoor Recreation Activities

Admin.

Outdoor Recreational Activities

Admin.

Bowling Center

3/lane

3/1,000 SF
3.47/lane

Indoor Movie Theater

1/3 seats

0.27/1 seat

Health Club

1/250 SF

5.9/1,000 SF

123-

0.19/1 seat

Single screen: .5 /seats; 2-5
screens: 0.33 /seat;5-10
screens: 0.3 /seat; Over 10
screens: 0.27/seat
7/1000 sf

McCourt, R. S., P.E, PTOE. (2004). Parking generation (3rd ed.) (K. G. Hooper P.E., Ed.). Washington, D.C., USA: Institute of
Transportation Engineers.
Smith, M. (2005). Shared Paring (2nd ed). Urban Land Institute.
Smith M; Burns L; Burgan J; Cudney G; LoCoco D (2006) Recommended Zoning Ordinance Provisions for Parking. Parking
Consultants Council; National Parking Association
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The key difference between the Town’s parking
standards and those of the national
associations evaluated relate to the exemption
of off-street parking requirements within the
Historic Center and Pike Peak Center Design
Districts. The intent of this waiver is to retain
the economic vitality of the downtown area.
While this is a noble policy direction, it could
yield unintended outcomes and negatively
impact the Town’s parking supply. Specifically,
when new construction within these districts
are not required to provide parking.

It is important to note the Parker
Municipal Code (title 13.06.050(c) –
Shared
Parking)
allows
an
administrative waiver based on a
professional
shared
parking
analysis for any development
proposing shared parking with
another property within 1,000 feet of
the
requested
development.
Additionally,
off-street
parking
standards in the GD Zone District
may be administratively reduced if
additional on-street parking spaces
are
generated
with
new
development.

The Parker Municipal Code also has a provision in the parking requirements (13.06.050A(e))
which requires all new construction, or change in occupancy of existing buildings, to adhere to
the requirements of the American with Disability Act (ADA) as amended from time to time. This
ADA provision does not necessarily separate Parker from other communities as the family of
international building codes already requires ADA compliance. But, having the provision within
the zoning chapter elevates the public awareness of the requirement.
In general, Town of Parker’s parking requirements compare well to those of ITE, ULI, and the
PCC in context with the Town’s desire to create a more walkable, compact district. While ULI’s
requirements are generally lower than Parker’s, the Town’s shared parking waiver allowance
essentially nullifies the difference.
While policy discussions and future parking regulations recommendations will be generated at
the end of the parking study, two notable policy items are documented here to set the stage for
balancing the community’s desire for accessible and plentiful downtown parking with the vision
outlined in adopted planning documents for a more compact, walkable downtown. These include:
establishment of parking maximums and the creation of a payment-in-lieu of parking allowance.
Important note: Other more aggressively reduced parking ratios exist throughout Colorado and
the U.S. when compared to the four analyzed in this section. However, it is also important to note
that these communities with even lower parking requirements are generally located in areas
served by robust public transit or are in high-intensity walking and bicycling environments than
compared to what the Town Parker has currently.
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE CONSIDERATIONS
The analysis area for the Downtown Parking Study includes portions of three Design Districts: the
Town Center, the Historic Center, and the Pikes Peak Center. Currently, the Town’s Land
Development Regulations do not require off-street parking in any of these Design Districts.
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The Town should be applauded for eliminating parking requirements twelve years ago. It
contributed to catalytic investments by lowering the cost of parking in Downtown and helping to
preserve the historic fabric of the Town. However, as time has passed and investments have
revitalized Downtown, public parking is now a valuable commodity which needs to be managed
to maintain Downtown vibrancy and encourage continued investment. As such, an update to the
Downtown parking requirements is recommended.
New Downtown parking requirements should be comprehensive and multifaceted to continue to:
1) Ensure adequate parking is available for new development;
2) Encourage downtown investments;
3) Increase, not decrease, the walkability and livability of the Downtown environment; and
4) Enable the preservation of historic buildings critical to the character of Downtown
Parker.

Recommendations
1. MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PARKING RATIOS (WITH FIRST 1,000 SF EXEMPT)
Minimum parking ratios will ensure a base amount of parking is provided with all new
development. A parking maximum will ensure the desire for additional parking does not take away
from Downtown’s high quality of life and walkability goals. Exempting the first 1,000 square feet
of development from a parking requirement will ensure the smaller and potentially characterdefining structures in Downtown Parker remain economically viable and are not burdened with
parking requirements that cannot be accommodated.
Parking ratios around Colorado range widely based on: 1) the availability of alternative modes of
travel; 2) the desired characteristics of the physical environment (be it more pedestrian or autooriented); and, 3) the presence of shared public parking. The following table generally shows the
range of recommended parking ratios for commercial development based on the availability of
transit, the desired environment, and the abundance of shared parking.
Table 2. Recommended Parking Ratios for Commercial Developments
Pedestrian Oriented
Balanced
(shared public
parking)
Premium Transit
0-1
2
(Rail/BRT)
High Frequency
1-2
3
Transit
Low Frequency
2-3
4
Transit
No Transit
N/A
5

Auto Oriented
(private parking)
N/A
5+
5+
6+

Spaces per 1,000 SF of commercial development
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The current parking supply in the Study Area is generally split into approximately 52% public and
48% private. As such, a parking ratio aimed at establishing a minimum requirement is needed to
accommodate development with private parking. Concurrently, the Town should establish a lower
parking ratio requirement incentive, in the form of a payment-in-lieu of parking, to assist the Town
in expanding its shared public parking throughout Downtown. The following table illustrates the
recommended parking ratios for Downtown Parker.
Table 3.

NonResidential
Development
1 bedroom
Residential
2 bedroom
Residential
3+ bedroom
Residential
Residential
Guest Parking

Recommended Parking Ratios for the Town of Parker
Private Parking
Shared Public Parking
Ratio
Ratio
Fee in Lieu
4 / 1,000 SF – Min
3 / 1,000 SF – Min
4.5 / 1,000 SF – Max
1-bedroom unit – Min
1.25-bedroom unit – Max
2-bedroom unit – Min/Max

1-unit

2-bedroom unit – Min/Max

2-unit

2-unit

$10,000+ per space /
or public access
easement

1 space per 8 dwelling units in addition to the minimum
off-street parking spaces.**

** On-street parking spaces abutting property line(s) of the primary building housing the use may be counted toward
the required number of residential guest parking spaces. On-street space counted as guest parking is exempt from a
fee-in-lieu.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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2. SHARED PUBLIC PARKING IMPROVEMENT: FEE-IN-LIEU OF PARKING

If the Town chooses to employ a
payment-in-lieu component in its
land development regulations, it
is important to concurrently
establish
the
parking
improvement fund in the Title 4,
Revenue and Finance, portion of
the Parker Municipal Code and
outline
how
the
revenues
collected would be allocated
toward a wide range of parking
improvements identified in this
plan.

Concurrent with the establishment of parking
requirements in Downtown, the Town should
create a payment-in-lieu of parking option for
Downtown developers/investors. This payment-inlieu would enable developers the choice of meeting
a higher requirement for constructing private
parking spaces, or paying into a fund or dedicating
a public easement over parking spaces to attain a
reduced parking requirement.
Payment-in-lieu are common tools used
throughout Colorado, providing incentives and a
funding source for shared public parking
investments.

The most difficult action in establishing a paymentin-lieu ordinance is the first-time establishment of the fee. The intent of the fee would be to collect
revenues needed to construct a public parking space, or acquire a public access easement for
shared parking. The cost of a new surface parking space, if land is acquired, ranges between
$8,000 and $12,000 per space. A parking structure costs between $20,000 and $30,000 per
space.
The payment-in-lieu will evolve as land values increase in Downtown Parker and the need for a
parking structure emerges. A fee equivalent to the cost of a surface parking space should be used
initially. This is because the most practical solution to adding parking spaces in Parker right now
would be through acquisition of public access easements.
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III. Stakeholder Engagement
Process Overview
A critical element of developing a successful parking plan is clear and concise communication
with various user groups, coupled with proactive and authentic stakeholder engagement. For the
Downtown Parking Study and Plan, intentional and targeted outreach to the Downtown
community was designed to provide both Town staff and the consultant team with valuable insight
into the real and perceived parking and transportation challenges that residents and visitors face
when visiting Downtown.
In May 2016, a Stakeholder Engagement Strategy was developed to support the Town of Parker’s
Downtown Study and Plan by:
⦁
⦁
⦁

Introducing the project to community leaders, stakeholders, and the public;
Placing parking, transportation, and mobility management into the larger context of
economic and community development; and
Listening to and documenting the stakeholder feedback, concerns, and suggestions.

The Parker community was given multiple opportunities and formats to provide their feedback,
including:
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

⦁

⦁
⦁

⦁
⦁

Steering Committee
Project Webpage and Fact Sheet
Intercept Survey
⦁ Conducted at the Downtown Farmer’s Market on Sunday, July 31, 2016
Online Survey
⦁ Open from July 24 through August 31, 2016
⦁ Widely promoted online, via email, and through social media
Town Hall (Thursday, August 18, 2016)
⦁ Interactive discussion
⦁ Boards with data collection results
⦁ Second opportunity for intercept survey
Individual calls / emails with stakeholders
Presentations to:
⦁ Technical Advisory Committee
⦁ Planning Commission
⦁ City Council
Project communication via Talk of the Town, postcard mailers, and ecommunication
Ongoing meetings with Town staff
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The main goal of the stakeholder engagement process was to provide interested community
members with an opportunity to share their experiences, perceptions, ideas and concerns related
to parking in and around the downtown area. A full overview of the Stakeholder Engagement
Strategy can be found in Appendix A.

What We Heard
Kimley-Horn conducted an online survey to capture data-related parking experiences and
preferences for the Town of Parker Downtown Parking Study and Plan. This section describes
the process for collecting user behavior and preferences data.

Summary of Online Survey Results
The online survey was widely promoted from mid-July through August 2016. While complete
reporting of the survey results is available in Appendix B, below is a summary of findings:
SURVEY FINDINGS – DEMOGRAPHICS
AGE
60

50

40

30

20

10

0

17-24

25-30

31-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70 and
Older

NA
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GENDER IDENTIFICATION

16.2%

56.5%
27.3%

Female

Male

NA

SURVEY FINDINGS – DOWNTOWN RESIDENTS
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

12% live in Downtown Parker
6% park on-street
47% park in a private parking lot
47% park in a private garage
0 park in a public facility
0 report not owning a car
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SURVEY FINDINGS – BUSINESS OWNERS

Do you provide
parking for your
employees?

Do you tell your
employees where to
park?

No
40%

No
40%
Yes
60%

Yes
60%

Do you think there is typically enough
parking for your customers within a
reasonable distance of your business?

Yes
40%
No
60%
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SURVEY FINDINGS – VISITORS

Which of the following best describes you?
I RARELY VISIT DOWNTOWN PARKER.

2%

I VISIT DOWNTOWN PARKER OCCASIONALLY.

26%

I VISIT DOWNTOWN PARKER REGULARLY.

72%

WHY DO YOU VISIT DOWNTOWN PARKER?
PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.
I ATTEND EVENTS IN DOWNTOWN PARKER.

93%

I AM A PATRON OF DOWNTOWN PARKER RESTAURANTS
AND/OR CAFES.

88%

I SHOP IN DOWNTOWN PARKER.
I WORK IN DOWNTOWN PARKER.

56%
2%

WHEN DRIVING, HOW LONG DOES IT USUALLY TAKE
YOU TO FIND A PARKING SPACE IN THE DOWNTOWN
AREA?
I DO NOT HAVE A CAR
MORE THAN 10 MINUTES
7-10 MINUTES
5-7 MINUTES

0%
2%
6%
13%

3-5 MINUTES

30%

1-2 MINUTES
LESS THAN 1 MINUTE

35%
15%
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WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MOST ACCURATELY
DESCRIBES YOUR TYPICAL PARKING EXPERIENCE IN
DOWNTOWN PARKER?
OTHER

4%

IT IS CHALLENGING TO FIND PARKING AND WHEN I DO,
IT IS USUALLY NOT CLOSE TO MY DESTINATION.

21%

I CAN FIND PARKING QUICKLY, HOWEVER IT IS USUALLY
NOT CLOSE TO MY DESTINATION.

21%

I CAN FIND PARKING THAT IS CLOSE TO MY
DESTINATION IN A REASONABLE AMOUNT OF TIME.

43%

I CAN FIND PARKING THAT IS CLOSE TO MY
DESTINATION QUICKLY AND EASILY.

12%

Intercept Survey Results
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF?
I OWN PROPERTY IN DOWNTOWN PARKER.
I WORK IN DOWNTOWN PARKER.
OTHER / NO ANSWER

1%
6%
17%

I REGULARLY VISIT DOWNTOWN PARKER.

21%

I LIVE DOWNTOWN PARKER.

21%

I OCCASSIONALLY VISIT DOWNTOWN PARKER.

34%
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HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCE
ACCESSING DOWNTOWN PARKER TODAY?
5.4% 1.4%
6.8%

Very Positive
Somewhat Positive

10.8%

Neutral
Somewhat Challenging
56.8%

Very Challenging
No Answer

18.9%

Community Open House
On August 18, 2016, Town staff and the consultant team partnered to host a parking-focused
community open house that was attended by residents, employees, business owners, and
property owners. Attendees participated in several activities designed to focus feedback on
Downtown parking into topics and areas of greatest concern.
In one such activity, open house attendees participated in a “parking hot spot” activity to identify
specific areas of immediate concern, areas where stakeholders anticipate parking challenges in
the future, and areas in which they have had positive parking and transportation experiences. A
reduced reproduction of the dotted board after stakeholder comments were collected is included
in Appendix C.
Participant feedback was used to identify the community’s priorities related to parking and
tolerance for change.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Exhibit 3.

Town of Parker Downtown Parking Study and Plan Open House Invitation

Summary of Key Issues
The following statements provide a high-level overview of the most frequently mentioned “key
issues” when all outreach efforts (i.e., survey work, individual meetings, open house) were looked
at collectively:
⦁

⦁

⦁

⦁

⦁

The general “parking public” who participated in outreach efforts for this Study largely
did not find it challenging to find parking in Downtown Parker, except during
“extraordinary” events like Parker Days.
Downtown business and property owners feel that parking is challenging during normal
weekday business hours due to the lack of parking regulation (i.e., time-limited parking
and enforcement) in the most convenient on-street spaces along Mainstreet.
Majority of stakeholders reported the ability to find parking within a reasonable amount
of time and distance to their destination. This is also reflected in most on-street durations
lasting two hours or less.
Although the occupancies throughout the study area are relatively low throughout the
day, there are several block faces and lots that experience high demands around late
morning to mid-day. Aside from events, occupancies tend to increase, both for on-street
and off-street facilities, with closer proximity to the western intersection of Mainstreet
and Victorian Drive.
There is a moderate to significant amount of anxiety/concern about how upcoming
21

⦁
⦁

development projects will impact parking in Downtown Parker.
Information about where to park, how long one can park, and how regular parking
options will be impacted by events–small and large–is needed.
This study is well-timed as parking hasn’t reached a “tipping point” yet. With new
developments coming online, the Town should work to identify how parking will be
actively managed going forward, including selecting an “organizational” home,
determining where parking regulations (i.e., time-limited parking) should be
implemented, and understanding what occupancy and utilization threshold(s) need to
be reached before investment in additional parking management and/or infrastructure
is made.
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IV. Current Inventory, Current Utilization, and Future
Demand
Current Parking Assets

On-Street Parking Overview
The Town of Parker has 365 on-street parking spaces within the Study Area. These spaces are
currently free to use and, with few exceptions, unrestricted. For instance, a section of spaces
along Mainstreet prohibits parking between 3:00 AM and 7:00 AM on Sundays to accommodate
the Parker Farmer’s Market. Even with this restriction, it should be noted that vehicles were
observed parked within these spaces and posted time restrictions, in between market stalls, on
Sunday, July 31, 2016.

Off-Street Parking Overview
The off-street parking system is comprised of 32 surface parking lots falling within the Study Area.
More detail on off-street parking facilities and utilization can be found in the Supply/Demand
Update section later in this report. Table 4 provides a summary of the off-street facilities with
Exhibit 4. providing the corresponding location for each Lot Identification Number.

Parking Facility Operating Hours
Surface parking lots are accessible 24 hours per day, seven days per week, except for Lot 32.
Lot 32 (Parker Station lot) is a private facility owned by TD Commercial Investments, LLC with an
access control system in place. Like on-street parking, public off-street parking is currently free
and unmanaged.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Table 4.

Off-Street Parking Facility Summary
Lot ID No.

Category

Capacity

1. O’Reilly Auto Parts

Private

30

2. Papa Johns

Private

17

3. Global Vil. Preschool

Private

19

4. RTD Park N Ride

Public

155

6. Animal Clinic

Private

24

7. Parker Senior Center

Private

52

8. Baptist Church

Private

44

19. Wells Fargo

Private

64

20. McDonald’s

Private

94

21. Goodwill

Private

206

22. O’Neil, DDS

Private

26

23. Plans Dedicated

Private

19

24. St. Matthew’s Church

Public

40

25. Tailgate Tavern

Private

39

26. Parker Chamber of Commerce

Private

44

27. Mainstreet General Store

Private

35

28. Twenty Mile

Private

34

29. Parker Montessori

Private

27

30. O’Brien Park

Public

169

31. Victorian Village

Private

79

32. Pikes Peak Drive Lot

Private

238

33. Auction Auto Service

Private

18

34. Blue Talon Photo

Private

19

35. Mainstreet Center

Public

119

36. Professional Office

Private

7

37. Victorian Peaks

Private

11

38. Parker Economic Development

Public

26

39. PACE Center-North

Public

182

40. PACE Center-East

Public

75

41. Town Hall-West

Public

44

42. Town Hall-East

Public

135

43. UPS Store/Hall Brewing

Private

40

Total Off-Street Public Spaces

945

Total Off-Street Private Spaces

1,186

Total Off-Street Spaces

2,131
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Exhibit 4.

Lot Identification
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Snow / Winter Event Parking Management
With more than 500 miles of roadway under its jurisdiction, Parker’s Public Works Department
has assigned regions for plow teams and prioritized the roadways within each region to maximize
efforts to meet the needs of emergency services and residents based on traffic volumes and
utilization. As shown in the figure below, the study area is split between the East and Central
regions. Within these regions, roadways are classified as arterial, local, and private, with several
blocks further designated as no parking zones during snow events. Of note, Parker Road falls
under the jurisdiction of the Colorado Department of Transportation.
Exhibit 5.

Downtown Parker Snow Removal Priorities

During snow events the hatched segments of Mainstreet, Pikes Peak Drive and Pikes Peak
Avenue have prohibitions for parking on-street. This results in a loss of approximately 345 parking
spaces. With 290 of those spaces located on arterial roadways that experience the Study Area’s
highest occupancy rates, the impact on local businesses would be significant.
According to the National Climatic Data Center, while the Denver area experiences an average
of 23.7 days each year with one inch or greater of snowfall, it experiences an average of 75.6
26

days each year with a snow depth of one inch or more on the ground. (National Environmental
Satellite, Data, and Information Service, 2017). Given the potential of these closures, the
guidelines around what defines a snow event, when on-street parking facilities are closed to public
use, and at what stage these facilities are reopened need further definition. Additionally, the
existing policy lacks clarification of where snow can be stored during extreme snow events.
Areas recommended for further clarification in the Town’s Snow Policy include:
•

When are snow plows deployed? For instance, are snow ploys deployed when snow
depths measure 1-inch, 2-inch, immediately upon reaching the target depth or when
accumulation ceases or decreases to a level of less than one-quarter of inch within a given
time-period? Storms are categorized based on predicted total snowfalls in Louisville,
Colorado, with an assigned response and expectation for maintained service levels for
roadways, walkways, and parking facilities. (City of Louisville, Colorado, 2015). A copy of
the Louisville’s full snow removal policy is included in Appendix X.

•

What defines a snow event? Des Moines, Iowa has a road closure policy that minimizes
the loss of on-street parking spaces. Plowing during snow events on odd numbered
calendar dates allows for parking on the odd side of the street per street addresses, and
plowing on even calendar dates allows for parking on the even side of the street. Vehicles
on the wrong side of the street after 7:00 a.m. are subject to penalty. (City of Des Moines,
Iowa, 2017)

•

Where is snow stored? In an environment that aims to promote shared parking and
pedestrian access, it is essential to identify areas for snow storage during significant
events that provide protected dumping zones to ensure safety of pedestrians and vehicles.
Dumping zones should also be evaluated for potential hazards created from melting snow
and refreeze to prevent icy conditions.

•

Other municipal resources to consider include:
•

Minneapolis, MN

•

Rochester, MN

•

Municipal Research Services Center

•

Des Moines, IA
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Data Collection Methodology and Findings
Kimley-Horn utilized License Plate Recognition (LPR) technology to capture parking occupancy
and duration data within the Study Area. This section describes the process for collecting data
with the LPR system.

Data Collection Methods
The mobile LPR equipment uses a dual camera configuration, placed on the roof of the data
collection vehicle. The vehicle drives continuous loops through each collection area, counting the
number of parked vehicles in specific areas. For each vehicle recognized, the system records the
license plate number, the time at which the vehicle was observed, and a GPS location for the
vehicle. The total number of vehicles counted allows for calculation of hourly occupancy, while
the location and timestamp information for individual vehicles allows for the calculation of parking
duration.
Data was collected in the Study Area (shown in in Exhibit 6) in summer 2016 during the following
time periods:
•

•
•

Saturday
o July 9 (8:30 AM – 2:30 PM)
o August 13 (4:00 PM – 8:30 PM)
Sunday
o July 10 (8:30 AM – 2:30 PM)*
Wednesday
o July 20 (8:30 AM – 6:30 PM)

*Please note that data was intentionally collected on a Farmer’s Market Sunday to identify “typical”
event parking utilization.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Exhibit 6.

Study Area

Study Area Parking Occupancy
Occupancy data was summarized for each individual lot and block face by date and time of day.
Exhibits 7 through 9 show the observed occupancy trends for the off-street lots, on-street lots,
and combined parking areas across the Study Area, respectively.
On Sunday, July 10th, Mainstreet was closed from its intersections with Victorian Drive for the
regular Downtown Farmer’s Market event. During this time period, the on-street stalls were
assumed to be occupied to reflect this closure in the graphs.
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Exhibit 7.

Off-Street Occupancy Trends
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Exhibit 8.
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On-Street Occupancy Trends
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Exhibit 9.
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On weekends, overall peak demands within the Study Area were observed in the late morning,
between 10:30 AM and 12:30 PM. Saturday evening observations were also completed on a
Saturday in August, but evening peak demands were not found to exceed the Saturday late
morning demands.
During the weekday (observed on a Wednesday), overall peak demands within the study area
were observed mid-day/early afternoon, between 12:30 PM and 2:30 PM. On-street demands
remained relatively consistent between 10:30 AM. and 4:30 PM, varying by only around 10
vehicles during the three observation periods in this time window.
Table 5 provides a summary of the observed peak occupancies (by percentage) observed
during the day specified.
Table 5.

Overall Peak Occupancy Summary
Saturday
Sunday
(Late Morning)
(Late Morning)
Private Off-Street
34%
48%
Lots
Public Off-Street
53%
41%
Lots
Combined Off42%
45%
Street Lots
On-Street
51%
64%
Combined On- and
44%
48%
Off-Street

Wednesday
(Midday)
51%
48%
50%
41%
49%

Parking Occupancy by Area
Although overall peak parking occupancy rates within the overall Study Area were typically 50%
or less for the off-street lots, peak occupancies in the most convenient areas often exceed 85%.
Exhibits 10 through 12 show occupancies during the peak periods by individual lot and on-street
area.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Exhibit 10.

Late Morning Occupancy – Saturday, July 9th, 2016
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Exhibit 11.

Late Morning Occupancy – Sunday, July 10th, 2016
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Exhibit 12.

Midday Occupancy – Wednesday, July 20th, 2016
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While many of the most central parking lots and on-street areas often exceed 70% occupancy
during peak hours (such as the O’Brien Park lot), many of the most outlying areas typically remain
less than half full even during peak hours (such as the Town Hall East lot).
By contrast, on Saturdays and weekdays, most drivers parking in private lots during peak hours
will typically find a parking stall with ease, as most parked vehicles in private lots are in lots that
are less than 70% occupied on these days. On Sundays; however, many of the private lots exceed
70% occupancy.
Exhibits 13 through 15 show the number of vehicles parked during peak hours in off-street
private lots, off-street public lots, and on-street stalls, respectively. Each bar is segmented to
group numbers of parked vehicles in lots by peak hour occupancy level. For example, on
Saturday, July 19th in the late morning, of the approximately 400 vehicles parked in private lots,
around 40 vehicles were parked in lots with 85% occupancy or greater during this time period
(see Exhibit 13). Most of the 400 vehicles were likely able to find parking relatively easily within
their desired private parking lot. During this same time; however, around 320 vehicles of the 500
vehicles parked in public parking lots were parked in lots with 85% occupancy or greater (see
Exhibit 14). Many of these drivers likely found it difficult to find a parking stall in their desired lot.

Despite the overall availability of parking with the full Study Area, during peak
hours, most drivers seeking public parking areas park in public lots and on
streets that are more than 70% full. This contributes to the sense that there is
insufficient parking in Downtown, as most drivers seeking public parking tend
to park in high-demand areas.
Exhibit 13.

Off-Street (Private Lot) Peak Hour Demands
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Exhibit 14.

Off-Street (Public Lot) Peak Hour Demands
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Exhibit 15.

On-Street Peak Hour Demands
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These maps and charts demonstrate that while the overall study area has relatively
low occupancy levels, many drivers in the Downtown core likely experience some
difficulty finding an open public or on-street parking stall during peak hours in the
most desirable areas.
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Average Parking Duration
In addition to occupancy data, the LPR technology allows for analysis of how long vehicles tend
to park in the area. The length of stay information was analyzed for on-street parking only since
higher rates of turnover are typically encouraged for on-street parking and longer-term parkers
are encouraged to use off-street facilities. Exhibit 16 below illustrates the length of stay
throughout the study area for on-street parking.
Exhibit 16.

On-Street Duration of Stay

On-Street Duration of Stay
100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
< 2 hours
Saturday, July 09, 2016

2-4 hours
Sunday, July 10, 2016

4-6 hours

6-8 hours

Wednesday, July 20, 2016

> 8 Hours
Saturday, August 13, 2016

To aid the Town in identifying areas with the greatest frequencies of extended lengths of stay,
Exhibit 17 highlights areas based on the instances of parkers staying in one place more than two
hours. This exhibit also provided the foundation for identifying areas for time-limited parking
implementation, which will be discussed later in this report.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Exhibit 17.

Duration Map
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Data Collection Summary Findings
As evidenced on the heat maps and through the tables detailing parking occupancies throughout
Downtown Parker, the existing on- and off-street capacity serves the needs of the Study Area,
given current conditions.
⦁

Although there were several times during the collection runs that showed specific blocks
and surface lots at 85% occupancy or higher, the duration of these peaks and their
localization indicate these occurrences are related to specific events or land uses that
can be mitigated through active parking management strategies (i.e., time-limited
parking areas, employee parking program development).
⦁ For instance, while the northern surface lot and streets adjacent to the north and
west of the Parker Arts Culture and Events (PACE) Center run at or above 85%,
occupancies of the adjacent surface lot and streets to the east and south remained
below 55%.

⦁

On weekdays in particular, nearly 25% of vehicles parking on-street stay longer than
two hours. This indicates that at least some portion of the most convenient unrestricted
on-street stalls are occupied by employees, residents, or other users staying for long
periods of time, reducing availability for short-term customers to park. Active parking
management strategies could potentially address this parking pattern.

⦁

Even during the peak collection period during the Downtown Farmer’s Market on
Sunday, July 10th, with a sizeable portion of on-street parking closed, capacity is
available within one block of all directions of the market.

⦁

On Wednesday, July 20th, occupancies peaked over the lunch hour, near the area of
Mainstreet with the highest land use concentration of restaurants.

Heat Maps for each of the collection runs on each date can be found in Appendix D, along with
detailed occupancy tables in Appendix E, and the duration tables in Appendix F.

Future Demand Projections
This section presents a summary of the Demand Model that was used to identify future demand
projections, including the assumptions used and analysis results. The scenarios presented below
represent existing and near mid-term development potential within the Study Area and the
associated parking impacts on supply and demand. They were developed based both on data
provided by Town staff and on data collected in the field, including:
⦁
⦁
⦁

Land Use information – provided by Town staff, representing type of land use and its
intensity (e.g. 5,000 sf restaurant or 50-unit condominium).
Parking information – parking data was collected in the field and consists of parking
capacity, user type, and occupancy for peak hours and non-peaks conditions.
Scenario information – including ongoing and projected developments and associated
parking, provided by the Town.
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The model was used to evaluate two distinct scenarios:
⦁

Existing Conditions – represents today’s peak conditions within the Study Area for
comparison purposed.
⦁ Near Mid-Term Development – represents new development that is approved, under
construction, or in the review process for comparison with estimate existing parking
demands.
The following sections describe the analysis and outputs from each scenario.

Existing Conditions Scenario
ASSUMPTIONS
The following land use intensities were assumed to represent existing conditions within the Study
Area:
⦁ Green Space – 11 acres
⦁ Residential
⦁ Performing Arts Venue – 200 seats
o 22 units in Senior Assisted Living
⦁ Religious Center – 12,178 SF
o 32 rental, Multifamily Units
⦁ Senior Center – 3,936 SF
⦁ General Retail – 146,421 SF
⦁ Convention/Community Center –
⦁ Restaurant – 8,810 SF
34,935 SF
⦁ Fast/Casual Dining – 7,335 SF
⦁
Bank – 21,550 SF
⦁ Office – 210,166 SF
⦁ Medical/Veterinary Office – 5,446 SF
RESULTS
The Demand Model utilizes parking demand estimates provided in the Urban Land Institute’s
Shared Parking, 2nd Edition. No mode adjustment factors or other local calibration factors were
applied, and the differences between estimated and observed demands can be expected due to
variability in local parking demand ratios, local mode splits, and many other factors.
Table 6 presents a comparison of unadjusted estimated parking demands from the Demand
Model and observed peak demands from the LPR data collection process. When comparing
results for July, the Demand Model overestimated weekday peak parking demands and slightly
underestimated weekend peak parking demands.
Table 6.

Estimated vs. Observed Existing Peak Parking Demands in July
Estimated Peak
Hour Demand (July)

Weekday
Weekend

1,550
1,070

Observed Peak
Hour Demand
(July)
1,210
1,160

Adjustment Factor

- 22%
+ 8%

To estimate peak parking demands by month, these adjustment factors were applied to the
Demand Model results. Exhibits 18 and 19 present estimated peak parking demands by month
within the Study Area after applying these adjustment factors to the results. Based on the existing
land uses and ULI’s seasonal adjustment factors, peak parking demands are predicted to occur
in December.
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Exhibit 18.

Estimated Existing Parking Demand by Month – Weekday
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Near Mid-Term Development Scenario
The development included in the Near Mid-Term scenario was provided by the Town of Parker
Current Development Projects website and Town staff. These projects are planned, pending
review, or currently under construction. Table 7 presents the project name, use, and intensity,
and Exhibit 20 illustrates the location of each of these projects. Based on these proposed land
uses, it was assumed that approximately 650 parking stalls would be added in association with
these developments based on typical parking ratios for these types of uses.
Exhibits 21 and 22 show the estimated increase in parking demand over Existing Conditions with
these additional land uses, maintaining the adjustment factors previously applied. Occupancy
percentages shown assume an overall parking supply of approximately 3,150 stalls.
Table 7.

Adjustments for Near Mid-Term Land Use Intensities
Project
Land Use
1. Parker Taphouse
Restaurant
2. Parker Flats
Multifamily Residential
3. DCLD Library
Library
4. Park 64
Multifamily Residential
5. Discovery Park and
Green Space and Event
Recreational Plaza
Venue
6. Mainstreet and Victorian Way
Lodging
Boutique Hotel*
7. Mainstreet Mixed-Use Building
Office
Retail
8. Zocalo Mixed-Use Building*
Residential
Retail

Intensity
15,554 SF
146 units
43,048 SF
64 units
1.5 acres
51 rooms
54,600 Sf
28,800 SF
146 units
10,000 SF

Assumed Parking Supply Increase: 650 Stalls
*Proposed project submitted for application and P3 consideration during time period of study and plan
development

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Exhibit 20.

Near Mid-Term Development Locations
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Exhibit 21.

Near-Term Parking Demand with Projected Development – Weekday
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With these proposed land uses, overall peak parking demands within the Study Area are
anticipated to increase by approximately 50% to 60% during peak hours, or around 700 to 750
vehicles. While the overall occupancy levels within the Study Area under this scenario will be
dependent on the actual parking supply increase, the assumed 650-stall increase is likely to be
adequate to serve the additional demand without exceeding the industry recommended 85%
occupancy threshold across the entire Study Area.

Recommendations
Based on the analysis detailed above, the following recommendations were identified:
EXISTING CONDITIONS AND NEAR-TERM DEMAND
⦁

Although the Study Area as a whole is not experiencing high demands, as the area
develops, the demands on the most convenient public facilities will begin to approach a
functional capacity threshold. The Town has an opportunity at this point to start building
relationships with managers of privately held parking facilities to create shared parking
opportunities in the future.

⦁

There are a handful of facilities that are experiencing occupancies greater than 90%—
in particular, the on-street parking along Mainstreet. It is recommended that the Town
consider implementing time restrictions for on-street parking to encourage employees
and residents to utilize off-street facilities and provide the higher value on-street for
customers and guests. Preliminary recommendations are shown in Exhibit 23.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Exhibit 23.

Parking Time Restriction Recommendations
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V.

Bicycle Parking Assessment

A limited assessment of the existing bicycle network is provided to help understand how
Downtown Parker is accessed by bicyclists. The purpose of this section is to document existing
bicycle parking infrastructure within the Study Area. Preliminary recommendations for standard
bicycle parking structures and locations for implementation are also provided.
Special Note: For the purposes of the bicycle assessment only, a slightly larger Study Area was
used that included areas west of Parker Road.

Existing Bicycle Paths and Infrastructure
The main bicycle path near Downtown is Sulphur Gulch Trail, which runs east and west on the
south side of Downtown, and is off-street. The trail is a low-stress corridor from the surrounding
neighborhoods to the south side of the Study Area. Multiple connections to Mainstreet can be
made along the trail. South Pine Drive is the only street that is improved with a striped bike lane
within the Study Area, and can be seen in Exhibit 24. No other streets are improved with striping
or vertical elements for bicyclists, resulting in bicyclists sharing lanes with vehicular traffic.
Exhibit 24.

Existing Bicycle Paths

Mainstreet does not have a striped bicycle lane. According to the Town of Parker Bike Lane
Master Plan Public Workshop held on May 18th, 2005, “Mainstreet is a difficult stretch of road for
even experienced bikers. Traveling this road on weekends is safe, but heavy traffic during the
week is a hazard.” A striped bike lane would ease the stress.” Mainstreet is improved with a 10foot-wide sidewalk for pedestrians, but it is not recommended that bicyclists share the path. The
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lack of a delineated bicycle network within the Study Area creates difficulty for the bicycling
community traveling throughout the Study Area.
A significant obstacle for the bicyclist in the Downtown Parker area is crossing Parker Road. There
are three crossings within the study area: Sulphur Gulch Trail, Mainstreet, and Kieffer’s Crossing.
Sulphur Gulch Trail passes underneath the Parker Road bridge at Sulphur Gulch, creating a lowstress crossing where the bicyclist does not interact with vehicle traffic. The crossing at Mainstreet
is signal controlled, but bicyclists directly interact with vehicular traffic. This is the most dangerous
crossing of the three, where the bicyclist must cross six lanes of high-volume vehicle traffic. A
safer alternative to the Mainstreet traffic signal is Kieffer’s Crossing, which is a separated bikeway
underpass located approximately 400 feet north of the Mainstreet and Parker Road intersection.
Kieffer’s Crossing itself is likely the best combination of convenience and safety for most bicyclists
attempting to enter or exit Downtown Parker to the west of Parker Road. However, this underpass
needs maintenance and repair, which was also noted in the Town of Parker Bike Lane Master
Plan Public Workshop in 2005.

Existing Bicycle Parking Locations and Counts
Adequate bicycle parking is essential for promoting biking as a viable form of transportation.
Without a sufficient amount of bicycle parking near key destinations, residents will be deterred
from choosing biking as a viable transportation mode. Downtown Parker is home to 23 separate
bicycle parking locations, which can be seen in Figure 1 in Appendix G. The average pedestrian
is willing to walk approximately 500 feet from a parking location to their destination. In order to be
conservative and promote convenience, the figure below, shown larger in Appendix G, displays
a 400-foot radius around each bicycle parking location. The radii have been trimmed so they do
not cross Parker Road to properly display that bicyclists will not realistically park their bicycle on
one side of Parker Road and walk to their destination on the other side.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Exhibit 25.

Existing Bicycle Parking Inventory
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Although the area along Mainstreet between Parker Road and the eastern portion of Victorian
Drive features parking that can theoretically service all of Downtown, there are some issues with
the existing infrastructure. Parking is within close proximity to Downtown, but it is not clearly
visible. For example, the Location 5 shown in Exhibit 26 features two inverted U-racks that are
tucked into an alley between two buildings and behind a mailbox.
Exhibit 26.

Existing Bicycle Parking Locations 5 and 6

Location 5

Location 6

Existing bicycle parking should also remain easily accessible. If the parking location is not
convenient and easily accessible and visible, cyclists will not utilize the facility. This bicycle
parking, Location 6 shown in Exhibit 26, is ideal for the Downtown area as it is within 400 feet of
nearly all of Downtown Parker along Mainstreet. However, accessibility is limited due to the
placement of a large piece of art directly in front of the inverted-U bike rack. Furthermore, the
placement of the bike rack is relatively close to the parking lot curb, making it difficult to park a
bicycle when a vehicle is parked in the adjacent parking stall.
Existing bicycle parking infrastructure is underutilized compared to the overall inventory, as can
be seen in the inventory table in Appendix G. Inventory data was collected on Thursday, August
25th, 2016, with satisfactory weather conditions. There was a small afternoon storm, but it was
determined that this did not impact the inventory data. Data was collected during the hours of 9:00
AM to 2:00 PM. Out of a total inventory of 164 spaces, only nine (9) bicycles were parked in the
downtown area. Although Parker has worked to provide bicycle parking inventory, utilization of
this infrastructure can be improved as outlined in the recommendations below. Of the nine (9)
bicycles parked during data collection, four (4) bicycles were parked in non-conforming locations.
The strategic placement of bicycle parking needs further investigation to sufficiently meet the
needs of the bicyclist accessing Downtown Parker.

Recommendations
Downtown Parker is not overwhelmed by bicycle traffic. These recommendations are meant as a
proactive approach to promote biking as an alternative form of transportation to the citizens of
Parker. Recommendations have been organized into three categories: Improving Existing
Infrastructure, Improving Visibility, and Strategic Placement of New Bicycle Parking.
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Improving Existing Infrastructure
To develop a low-stress network throughout Downtown, it is recommended that the Town of
Parker update the 2005 Bike Lane Plan to include enhanced bicycle infrastructure.

Improving Visibility
Improving visibility of existing and proposed bicycle parking infrastructure will help identify
locations for bicyclists to secure their bicycles in the Downtown area. This may help increase the
number of bicyclists riding to the Downtown area and improve the existing utilization rate.
Additionally, implementing new signage to denote bicycle parking would likely limit cyclist
confusion, creating a more convenient experience. Proper implementation of signage will expedite
cyclists to find where existing bicycle infrastructure is located, and encourage them to park at bike
racks rather than elsewhere.
STRATEGIC PLACEMENT OF NEW BICYCLE PARKING
Mainstreet does not feature any easily visible, centrally-located bicycle parking. The ideal location
for a new bike rack would allow the bicyclist to park and walk less than 400 feet to any point in
the heart of Downtown. The intersection of South Pikes Peak Drive and Mainstreet is a
recommended location that meets the 400-foot radius guidance previously referenced.
Furthermore, the area just northeast of this intersection features a large, paved open area where
a new bike rack could be placed. From this distance, Downtown could be easily accessed by the
pedestrian, including the relatively new Parker Station Professional Offices. These offices
currently do not have any existing bicycle parking. Furthermore, visible parking infrastructure
could entice additional citizens to utilize biking as a viable form of transportation.
Another location that would be ideal for a new bike rack is the Parker Crossroads Shopping
Center. The shopping center itself does not feature any existing bicycle parking infrastructure.
The three closest existing bicycle parking locations are shown in Exhibit 27 as ‘15’, ‘21’, and ‘20’
which represent the former Parker Library, Taco Bell, and Colorado State Bank and Trust,
respectively. It is not likely that a cyclist will park at one of these bike racks and walk uphill to the
shopping center. Therefore, a centrally-located bike rack, denoted with a star in Exhibit 27, would
help serve the entire shopping center, promoting an easier shopping experience for the bicyclist.
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Exhibit 27.

Existing Bicycle Infrastructure
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The former Parker Library location features four existing bicycle parking spaces. If biking is
projected to become more popular in the Town of Parker, the new Douglas County Library should
include even more bicycle parking. At the time of the bicycle assessment, the construction of the
new Parker Library was still in progress, but there was no visible bicycle parking infrastructure on
the property. New bicycle parking infrastructure is highly encouraged at this location, as it will be
a popular site that will be easily accessible from Sulphur Gulch Trail.

Bicycle Parking Infrastructure
Utilizing consistent bicycle parking infrastructure also leads to reduced confusion by bicyclists, as
well as ease of maintenance by the Town’s Public Works staff. Currently, U-racks are primarily
utilized within the study area. Standardizing the U-racks is a recommendation to make it clear to
users for legal parking areas. Another facility that is recommended is a bike corral. The bike corral
requires a larger area, and can be implemented above or below the curb. The bike corral can park
approximately ten (10) bicycles in the same area as one vehicle stall, allowing for more visitor
parking for areas where these are implemented.

Conclusion
The Downtown area has an underutilized bicycle parking infrastructure. To encourage more
citizens to choose bicycling as a viable form of transportation, it is recommended that the Town
update the existing bicycle master plan to improve connectivity as well as standardizing bicycle
parking infrastructure and improving visibility. Through this effort of recognizing and addressing
bicycle infrastructure issues, a more convenient and safer bicycle infrastructure network can be
achieved.
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VI. Study Recommendations
“Mastering the Fundamentals”: Building a New Parking
Program
With the community’s desire to balance the welcoming “home town” feel with the future goal of
providing a more walkable urban core supported by a variety of transportation options, the
consultant team thought it important to outline a set of high-level “Guiding Principles” to help guide
creation of Parker’s new parking management program.

Guiding Principles
These high-level Guiding Principles are translated into specific Action Items – organized by key
words noted in parenthesis (i.e., “MANAGEMENT”, “ORGANIZATIONAL”) – with specific timing,
staffing, and budget impact information in the final chapter of this report: “Path Towards
Implementation”. These Guiding Principles should serve as the “founding philosophy” for our
parking and mobility offerings that are managed in Parker today and in the future.
1. Identify the appropriate “Organizational Structure” for Parking (ORGANIZATIONAL)
– Identifying the preferred location for parking management functions is an important first
step. Traditionally, parking functions in municipal environments have tended to be
“horizontally-fragmented”; in other words, the different functions of parking have been
assigned to various departments that could handle a specific role. For example, revenue
collection went to Finance, enforcement went to the Police Department, asset
maintenance went to Facilities, etc. The challenge with this approach is that often these
departments didn’t talk to each other, leading to inefficiency, lack of strategic planning,
and ultimately customer frustration. Our recommendation is a “vertically-integrated” model
that is fully “housed” preferably within the Town’s Planning or Economic Development
departments.
2. Focus on “Mastering the Fundamentals” of Parking Management (MANAGEMENT)
– While related to the training and staff development element, this focus area is about
gaining an in-depth understanding of the many complex and challenging aspects that are
somewhat unique to parking. Included in the digital Resource Library accompanying this
report is a document titled “20 Characteristics of Effective Parking Management
Programs”. This document provides a strong framework built around specific program
categories that can form the basis for a comprehensive program development approach.
3. Start with a Strong Customer Service Orientation (MANAGEMENT) – Parking can play
an active and integral role in improving the perception and the experience of Downtown.
One of the key recommendations to start Parker’s new program on the “right foot” is
development of a parking and mobility “ambassador” model instead of a traditional
enforcement model to manage the recommended introduction of limited areas of timelimited on-street parking. An ambassador model shifts focus from enforcement and
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citations to a focus on providing good customer service and education about parking
options within Downtown. While traditional “enforcement officers” likely wear uniforms,
Downtown/parking ambassadors can be dressed more casually (yet still professionally)
and carry downtown maps, restaurant/business guides and other helpful information that
welcome a parking customer to downtown Parker.
4. Provide Options to Help Customers Make the Right Parking and Transportation
Choice for their Trip (MANAGEMENT / SPECIAL EVENTS) – The goal of parking
management is not to “get better at catching illegal parkers” or about a “money grab”; it’s
about identifying strategies that help people find legal parking spaces quickly and
efficiently. It’s also about effectively managing a limited public resource. Improving the
parking experience in Downtown Parker starts with managing available resources better,
introducing limited parking restrictions judiciously, and in development of programs that
help alleviate/address current parking “hot spots”.
5. Maximize Existing Parking Infrastructure (MANAGEMENT / SPECIAL EVENTS) –
While the amount of parking available is currently sufficient to meet current needs, there
are hot spots of parking demand that need to be proactively addressed. As will be
discussed in the recommendations focused on Longer-Term Strategies, the Town desired
guidance on when the “threshold” will be reached where new investment in parking and/or
transportation infrastructure should be considered. It is the consultant team’s belief that
the Town should make efficient use of existing parking assets before investing in
potentially expensive future parking infrastructure. Effective parking management includes
proactive coordination with public and private partners, thoroughly understanding the
often-competing needs of various user groups (i.e., employees, visitors, business owners),
and managing supply to prioritize use based on adjacent needs and land uses. The
concept of shared parking should be actively promoted to move towards the creation of
an integrated network of parking offerings, where public and private parking assets can
be both leveraged to meet peak demand. The Town should take an active role in
promoting and facilitating shared parking to ensure that supply is not over-built and
demand is effectively managed by leveraging the existing parking supply.
6. Give Parking a “Seat at the Table” (PLANNING) – One consistent characteristic of wellmanaged and forward thinking parking programs is integration of parking and mobility
management planning into the bigger picture of community/economic development
planning. Giving parking program leadership a “seat at the table” elevates the
conversation about parking and transportation into bigger picture conversations and
ultimately save time, money, and duplication of work.
7. Adopt a Broader “Mobility Management” Focus (TRANSPORTATION DEMAND
MANAGEMENT) – While development of parking management strategies will be an initial
focus in elevating the parking experience in Downtown Parker, the “big picture” focus
should include strategies to integrate parking with transit, cycling, and pedestrian
initiatives, as well as programmatic support for enhancing transportation and community
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elements. Identifying policies and programs that support Parker’s desire to implement a
more transportation alternatives (in the form of a coordinated approach to Transportation
Demand Management) is an important step in transitioning “big picture” planning
documents into action plans.
8. Investment Appropriately in Technology that Enhances the Customer Experience
(TECHNOLOGY) – With technology innovation moving at an increasingly rapid pace, it
can be challenging for some parking programs to identify where technology can be helpful
and where technology might get in the way of progress. While technology is an important
part of the conversation, it isn’t the solution to every challenge and should be approached
thoughtfully.
9. Strategic Investment in Communications, Marketing, and Ongoing Stakeholder
Engagement (MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS) – Regardless of whether a
parking program is budgeting for dollars, staff time and/or scarce resources, strategic
investment in branding, marketing, and public education often slides to the bottom of the
list. However, thinking strategically about the ways in which a parking program is (or is
not) communicating with its customers can support (or detract from!) every other aspect
of a parking program’s operations. Additionally, consideration should be given to ongoing
ways to include key downtown stakeholders (and interested members of the community)
in conversation about how to continuously improve public parking and access offerings.
10. Creation of a Sustainable and Diverse Set of Funding Strategies
(BUDGET/FUNDING STRATEGIES) – As the Town will not have initial revenue streams
through which to fund the recommended addition of staff or investments in management
infrastructure, technology investment or programming, an initial investment of general fund
dollars is anticipated to get parking management efforts started. However, as the parking
and mobility management program grows, diversifies and becomes more sophisticated,
consideration should be given to parking funding strategies that are “progressive” not
“regressive". These strategies should also be considered within the context of “parking
requirement reform” (a white paper on this topic is provided in the digital Resource Library)
and should be explored in a way that is transparent and inclusive of community
stakeholders.
The three major components of this planning effort, as outlined in the RFP, include Short-Term
Parking, Long-Term Parking, and Event Parking.
This section outlines a series of recommendations focused in three main areas:
⦁
⦁
⦁

Short- to Mid-Term: To both jump-start some immediate “actions” while also beginning
to build a new parking management program;
Longer-Term: That align with and help the Town achieve its vision of developing a
dense, walkable, inviting, and connected downtown; and
Event Parking: Including a combination of enhanced parking and mobility options to
better serve the Town of Parker’s successful annual event calendar.
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Short- to Mid-Term (2017-2019)
This Study was guided by the philosophy that parking management is about supporting inviting,
walkable public spaces for people and not about warehousing cars. In short, effective parking and
mobility management solutions focus on getting people where they want to go, using their
preferred method of transportation – car, bicycle, public transit, and/or as a pedestrian.
The Town of Parker has a forward-thinking, progressive philosophy about mobility management,
which is reflected in the vision behind the Town’s existing Land Development Ordinance and
further supported through the recommendations to slightly adjust the regulations as outlined
previously in this document. To support this “park once” vision, it is recommended that the Town
first start with “mastering the basics” of parking management to ensure that current parking assets
are well-utilized and actively managed before an investment is made in future infrastructure.
Please see Table 8 for short to mid-term strategies.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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“Today”: Short- to Mid-Term Strategies (2017-2019)
Investment
Action
Budget Impact
Who’s Involved?
Level
ORGANIZATIONAL
Identify staff resource to serve in
Moderate
Start with expansion Lead: Town
Parking and Mobility role; start with a
of duties within
Planning
part-time employee, preferably located
existing staff role
Support:
with Economic Development or
Economic
Planning.
Development,
Table 8.

Identify key departmental partners to
assist with maintenance,
communications, technology, etc.

Low

Create a Parking and Mobility
Stakeholder Advisory Committee

Low

MANAGEMENT
Implement time-limited parking in
Moderate
select on- and off-street locations
during peak day-time hours (6am-8pm).
Specific recommendations are
highlighted on Pg. 45 in 0
It is also recommended that the Town
consider four-hour, off-street, timelimited parking in the lots:
*Near O’Brien Park on Victorian
*Off Pikes Peak Ct. behind the former
School House Building
**With overnight parking allowed
during snow events to accommodate
on-street users while streets are
cleared.

Staff time for
coordination

Staff time for
coordination

Public Works, PD
Lead: Town
Planning
Support:
Economic
Development,
Public Works, PD,
IT / IS
Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource
Support: Town
Planning,
Economic
Development,
Chamber, DBA

Signage
Staff time for
monitoring

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Communication to
downtown
stakeholders and
community

Support: Town
Planning, PD,
Public Works,
Chamber, DBA

Timing
Immediate –
Q2 2017

Immediate –
Q2 2017

2017: Q3

2017: Q2 – Q3
or 2018 Q1
planning and
outreach;
implementation
in early Q4 or
early Q1 of
2018 if too
close to the
holiday season
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Action
Formalize off-street locations for
designated employee parking

Investment
Budget Impact
Level
Low
Signage (possibly)
Staff time for
monitoring
Communication to
downtown
stakeholders and
community

Explore a Downtown Residential
Permit Program

SPECIAL EVENT PARKING
Pilot bicycle valet for Parker Days 2017

Low

Signage (possibly)
Staff time for
monitoring

Low to
moderate

Low

Timing

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

2017: Q3 – Q4

Support: Town
Planning, Public
Works,
Engineering, select
downtown property
owners
Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

2017: Q3 – Q4
planning and
outreach

Communication to
Downtown
stakeholders and
community

Support: Town
Planning, Public
Works, downtown
residential property
owners and
downtown
residents

2018: Q1 – Q2
implementation

Rental of bike valet
infrastructure

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Parker Days
2017

Staff time

Create and issue a formal RFP for
shuttle services

Who’s Involved?

Marketing /
communications

Support: Town
Planning, Public
Works,
Engineering,
Chamber

Staff time for
development,
issuance and review
of submissions

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Q2 2017

Support: Town
Planning,
Economic
Development,
Chamber
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Investment
Budget Impact
Level
TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT
Explore online reservation system
Low
Staff time for
research and
analysis
Action

Who’s Involved?

Timing

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

2018: Q2

Staff time for interdepartmental
coordination,
research and formal
adoption of concept

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Immediate

Staff time for
planning and
execution

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Optional: Consultant
involvement for
planning, execution
and
recommendation
development

Support: Town
Planning,
Economic
Development,
Public Works,
Chamber, DBA

Staff time for
planning and
execution

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Possible costs
related to hiring a
third-party vendor, if
pursued
Implement recommended parking code
adjustments (i.e., transition to a
parking maximum)

Conduct a walking experience audit
with Town staff and key stakeholders

Strategic investment in bicycle
infrastructure

Low

Low to
Moderate

Moderate

Support: Town
Planning,
Economic
Development
2017: Q3 –
early Q4

2017

Support: Town
Public Works
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Action
PLANNING
Pursue shared parking opportunities /
partnerships with private owners

Investment
Level
Low

Based on the inventory of public /
private lots outlined on pg. 23 of this
report, private lots 20, 21 and 32 are
located well and could potentially
serve as a tremendous shared
resource for longer-stay employee
parking
Resources on how to structure these
types of agreements is provided in the
Resource Library

Adopt the “Business Strategy
Scorecard” Approach for making
future investment in parking assets. A
sample is provided in the Resource
Library.

BUDGET / FUNDING STRATEGIES
Develop a parking and mobility
management budget for inclusion in
FY 2018 planning

Low

Low

Budget Impact

Who’s Involved?

Staff time for
research and
analysis

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Potential investment
in incentives for
participation for
private owners (i.e.,
maintenance service
agreement). Cost of
such incentives
could vary
considerably
dependent upon
agreements made
by the Town.
Staff time for interdepartmental
coordination,
research and formal
adoption of concept

Support:
Downtown property
owners

Staff time for
development

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Timing
Immediate

2017

Support: Town
Planning,
Economic
Development
2017: Q2 – Q3

Support: Other
impacted Town
departments
Implement Parking Fee-in-Lieu
Program

Low

Staff time for further
research and
development

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

2017

Support:
Economic
Development
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Action
Begin initial exploration into a
Business Improvement District (BID)

Investment
Budget Impact
Level
Low
Staff time for further
research and
development

Who’s Involved?
Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Timing
2018

Support:
Economic
Development
TECHNOLOGY
Make a strategic investment in lower
cost parking monitoring technology
(i.e., Parking Logix)

COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING
Define a vision, mission and guiding
principles for parking and mobility
management that supports larger
Town vision and mission

Coordinate with the Chamber to create
a “one stop shop” online resource for
parking and transportation information

Moderate

Low

Staff time for further
exploration

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Investment in
technology
hardware, software
and maintenance

Support: Public
Works, IT / IS,
Engineering

Staff time

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

2017

Immediate

Support: Town
Planning,
Economic
Development
Moderate

Staff time

Lead: New Parking
and Mobility
resource

Costs related to
hiring a third-party
vendor for site
development

Support: Chamber

2017/2018
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Longer-Term (2019-2021)
Through conversations with Town staff and review of existing planning documents, the consulting
team understands the Town’s desire to plan for a dense Downtown core and will include analyses
of future parking needs in this study to complement the Town’s urban design and vibrancy goals.
In addition to providing sound management recommendations for Parker “today”, our team also
understands that the parking and mobility industry is changing rapidly. From the introduction of
Autonomous/Connected Vehicles into the marketplace, to an increase in investment in and usage
of sharing economy platforms like Uber, Lyft, and car-sharing, to shifts in demographic behavior
(i.e., Millennials choosing to live where they don’t have to own a car), the consulting team
strategically chose to keep our recommendations within a five-year horizon.
Due to this knowledge and understanding about the rapidly changing pace of parking and mobility
technologies, as well as the knowledge that the Town of Parker is growing at a rapid pace and is
expecting major investments in regional transportation infrastructure over the next several years,
this section is focused in on the major elements that were highlighted by conversations with Town
staff, our data collection efforts, and stakeholder conversations:
⦁
⦁
⦁

Identification of Future Demand Thresholds
Exploration of Investment in Structured Parking Assets
Transportation Demand Management Strategies

Special Events

Introduction
Special events are an important element of creating a sense of place, especially in a downtown
or main street environment. In Parker, Appropriate parking access and mobility options for special
events is critical not only for the event attendees but also for the portion of the community – both
residents and businesses – that do not participate. To these residents and visitors, events can
represent a barrier for commerce or activity in general, so it’s important to keep all potential users
of Downtown in mind. The four events identified by Town staff for inclusion in this Study were:
Parker Days, Carriage Parade, Sunday Farmer’s Market and Wine Walks.
PARKER DAYS
The Parker Days Festival is an annual four-day long event sponsored by the Parker Area
Chamber of Commerce that took place most recently from June 9-12, 2016 (Thursday to Sunday).
The festival is typically held on the second weekend in June of each year. The festival includes a
parade, food vendors, carnival rides, a car show, and musical entertainment offered on multiple
concert stages.
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Exhibit 28.

Map Parker Days Festival Layout

Attendance estimates top 205,000 for the four-day event. In 2016, it was estimated that 10%
attended on Thursday, 20% on Friday, 40% on Saturday, and the remaining 30% on Sunday.
Using three attendees per vehicle1 as an approximation, the following parking demand is
estimated.
Table 9.

Estimated Parking Demand for Parker Days Festival
Attendance Share

Attendance

Parking Demand

Thursday
10%
20,500
6,833
Friday
20%
41,000
13,667
Saturday
40%
82,000
27,333
Sunday
30%
61,500
20,500
The Parker Area Chamber of Commerce officially advertises seven parking locations comprising
approximately 1,500 parking spaces. These parking lots are a mix of permanent and temporary
facilities and are offered both for free and for a flat rate (currently $5). The Chamber also works
with area businesses to allow parking in commercial parking facilities (lots adjacent to
businesses). Many local businesses allow some event parking accommodations.

1

Industry estimate for weekend festivals with mixed demographic attendee profile.
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Exhibit 29.

Map Parker Days Festival Parking Options

All commercial parking (retail) is within the 11-minute walk time of the furthest “official” lot
advertised by the Chamber. Most parking not accommodated by official and commercial parking
sites takes place on side streets and roadways near the Festival site.
CARRIAGE PARADE
This annual holiday event features an all equestrian parade, holiday farmer’s market, petting zoo,
pony rides, and ice sculpting. The event takes place mid-day on a single Saturday in midDecember. The route begins west on Mainstreet, then up Victorian, around Parker Station, back
down Victorian, east on Mainstreet, south on Pikes Peak Drive, east on Pikes Peak Court through
the Mainstreet Center parking lot and back on Mainstreet heading east. Road closures include
East Mainstreet, Pine Drive, Victorian Circle, Pikes Peak Drive, and Pikes Peak Court.
FARMER’S MARKET
Parker Farmer’s Market is held Sundays from Mother’s Day through mid-October on Mainstreet.
Road closures on Mainstreet between both Victorian Drive intersections occur between 7:00 AM
and 2:00 PM.
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WINE WALKS
On the fourth or last Friday of the month from May to October, the Parker Area Chamber of
Commerce hosts Wine Walks. This “street fair” provides attendees an opportunity to visit local
merchants while drinking wine, and also features music entertainers and art exhibits and sales.

Existing Efforts
Most the effort to accommodate access to special events appears to be allocating temporary
parking facilities and communicating to the public about where to park via the Parker Days Festival
website. This includes maps to area parking and walk times to the festival.
The Parker Area Chamber of Commerce also works with local property owners to secure other
parking, though commercial parking facilities that are not listed on the website. This parking is
normally used by Hobby Lobby, Safeway, Home Depot, Best Buy, and others. There has been
some consideration given to reducing parking demand for special events in the Town of Parker.
Event organizers have evaluated the use of shuttles to remote parking facilities, valet has been
attempted, and plans are underway to provide for car share services.

Recommendations
The Carriage Parade, Farmer’s Market, and Wine Walks are all considered relatively low-impact
parking events with some street closures. Due to the limited duration and attendance of these
events, it is not presently considered critical that parking and access challenges are addressed—
though each should be monitored for mobility and congestion impact. Limited expansion of
alternative transportation modes may be helpful and desired considering that some who would
attend these events may desire to do so by means other than driving. The following
recommendations will focus on Parker Days but consideration should be given to what strategies
may also improve access to Parker’s smaller events.
EXPAND OPTIONS
The Parker Days Festival draws a considerable number of attendees and consumes much of the
available parking near the event. This includes parking in adjacent neighborhoods and in areas
intended for commercial use. The Parker Area Chamber has done a good job of working with
area businesses, but the impact on some results in an unwillingness to allow event attendees to
park in areas intended for business patrons. Therefore it is critical to explore expansion of
transportation options for accommodating access needs for not only the Parker Days Festival but
all special events in the Town of Parker. This includes carpooling, car-sharing, bicycling, riding
mass transit, and walking. There are many reasons for doing so. First and perhaps most important
is the fact that the Festival has grown in a manner that its attendees now potentially impact the
quality of life of adjacent neighborhoods and commercial interests that require parking to support
their businesses. It may be necessary to think about expanding the parking supply either by
constructing more near the festival or by accessing more nearby and underutilized existing
parking. This, of course, requires a sizable investment. The use of alternatives to driving will
reduce parking demand and perhaps save the necessary financial investment to construct new
parking.
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Second, there are likely a significant number of people who would use an alternative to driving if
they knew about it and found it to be a reasonable substitute to driving alone. This may be
especially true of younger attendees.
Third, promoting the use of alternatives to driving responds to sustainability goals that are held
by many. By some estimates, transportation accounts for roughly one-third of total carbon
emissions. Active transportation also helps communities address health issues and improve
overall quality of life.
In summary, the Town of Parker must employ an all-modes approach to addressing access and
mobility needs for all special events it hosts.
ISSUE FORMAL RFP FOR SHUTTLE SERVICES
The Chamber recently conducted an informal evaluation of the use of shuttles but has cited cost
as the reason for not implementing a shuttle program. Though the Chamber did seek cost
estimates, it does not appear to have issued a formal request for proposals and therefore likely
received higher estimates than it would actually pay. It should also expand its search beyond
charter companies to include all types of transportation providers. This will ensure the most
competitive bids.
An internal cost for providing shuttle services should normally be between $65-$85 per hour
depending on overhead and profit margin. For comparison purposes, the following table uses a
very conservative $125/hour as an all-inclusive cost.
Table 10.

Estimated Special Event Shuttle Expense by Hour
FRI
SAT
SUN
TOTAL

Rate

TOTAL

Bus 1

4

12

8

24

$125

$3,000

Bus 2

4

12

8

24

$125

$3,000

Bus 3

4

12

8

24

$125

$3,000

Bus 4

4

12

8

24

$125

$3,000

Bus 5

4

12

8

24

$125

$3,000

Bus 6

4

12

8

24

$125

$3,000

Bus 7

4

12

8

24

$125

$3,000

Bus 8

4

12

8

24

$125

$3,000

TOTAL

$24,000

The Chamber’s internal evaluation identified two park-and-ride locations—Legend High School
located at 22219 Hilltop Road and Chaparral High School at 15655 Brookstone Drive.
Other options may include:
Sierra Middle School
6651 E Pine Lane
2.5 Miles away from Mainstreet – 5 Minute Drive Time
Approximately 200 spaces
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Pine Lane Elementary
6485 Ponderosa Drive
1.9 Miles away from Mainstreet – 4 Minute Drive Time
Approximately 170 spaces
Lutheran High School
11249 Newlin Gulch Blvd
2.6 Miles away from Mainstreet – 6 Minute Drive Time
Approximately 125-150 spaces

Expand Bicycle Amenities
The use of bicycles figure prominently in the Town of Parker Transportation Master Plan and
bicycle infrastructure currently promotes bicycling as a legitimate form of transportation.
Providing bicycle valet services would be a cost-effective way of promoting bicycle use during
special events. This can be done internally with some modest investment in infrastructure that
can be set up easily. A partnership with a local bicycle club may also be a way to provide the
service without expending resources on labor with any fees going to the club. Bicycle valet can
be promoted using giveaways or raffles to encourage use.
Exhibit 30.

Example of Special Event Valet Bicycle Parking
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IMPROVE PREDICTABILITY
Consider Implementing a Parking Reservation System
Most event attendees experience considerable anxiety regarding the uncertainty that parking will
be available near their destination. Most drivers also do little in the way of planning for their
parking. Fortunately, there are new systems that allow parkers to plan their trips more effectively,
easing anxiety for the drivers and reducing the uncertainty and congestion that typically
accompanies large special events. In the simplest approach, a parker simply presents a printed
voucher upon entry to their designated parking lot as proof of purchase and reservation. More
advanced systems allow for the use of mobile phone to make reservations and present proof of
purchase, and some even provide routing information so that the transportation network
surrounding a special event venue can be more efficiently used.
Exhibit 31.

Example of Online Platform for Parking Reservations

Further Stratify Price Options
Presently, there are two price options for special event parking in the Town of Parker: free or $5.
Consideration should be given to further stratify parking pricing to encourage use of less
convenient parking options. There are several parking options that are likely to be considered
premium given their proximity to the main Festival area. Parking in these locations could easily
be offered for $10 and would generate needed resources to support alternative transportation
offerings. More importantly, a price differential will help parkers make trade-offs between price
and convenience and may make underutilized parking more attractive. Preferential parking rates
may also be offered to encourage carpooling. In the case of Parker Days, it is recommended that
a special rate apply to carpools of four or more vehicle occupants.
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SPECIAL EVENT ACCESS MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION
Package and Promote All Modes
As we have noted, the current the Parker Area Chamber does provide directions and information
regarding parking but promotion of alternatives to driving requires that information about all modes
is centralized in one place, is easy to understand and access and facilitates modal choice as close
to the decision point for attending the event as possible. In other words, efforts need to be
undertaken to help patrons begin their trip planning just as soon as they have decided to attend
an event. This requires that information regarding how to access an event is a central message
delivered by the host and is therefore not regarded as an afterthought for either organizers or
attendees.
Currently information about parking facilities is contained in several separate and static images
on the Chamber website. An interactive map combined with information regarding walk distances
and times, wait times (if a shuttle or public transportation is available) and pricing would be more
effective.
Communications efforts must also place information about all modes in one single website and
should be tailored to the anticipated demographics for each special event. Creative pre-event
marketing and advertising campaigns that target those inclined toward alternatives to driving
should be explored and expanded so that the “low fruit” is harvested. This may require new
partnerships and resources.
It may also be effective for the Chamber and Town of Parker and other community-based hosts
to combine information and resources in a single, dynamic access portal that can be linked
seamlessly to the venue or event website. This will enhance cooperation and offer information
more comprehensively.

Consider Wayfinding Signage
It may also become necessary to deploy variable message signs that direct patrons to available
parking during the event.

Example Communities
Many communities across Colorado host special events and provide accommodations for
attendees while at the same time accommodating the needs of residents and local businesses.
Manitou Springs, for example, hosts several special events per year
including the Pike’s Peak International Hill Climb in June and the Emma
Crawford Memorial Coffin Races in October (pictured below). In support of
these events, Manitou Springs provides pay-by-phone parking which
provides for both on-demand parking and parking reservations, they have
implemented a residential permit program to protect parking resources for
residents and they offer permit parking in multiple parking lots to support
local businesses who previously were parking in areas intended for visitors.
Manitou Springs also utilizes a parking advisory board comprised of various
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community stakeholders so that the competing needs of Manitou Springs (businesses, residents
and visitors) can be addressed.
Exhibit 32.

Manitou Springs Hill Climb Event Participants

Another example comes from Louisville, Colorado that, among
other events, hosts the Louisville Downtown Street Faire which
takes place Friday evenings during the summer and features
live entertainment, food, and vendors. The Downtown
Louisville Business Association which hosts the event actively
promotes alternatives to driving including the use of bicycles—
by providing bicycle parking facilities—carpooling, and a free
shuttle is offered.
Exhibit 33.

Louisville Special Event Shuttle Map
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VII. Strategies to Support Implementation
Transportation Demand Management
The Town of Parker and its Downtown have experienced rapid change. Recent developments
and proposed investments, at first glance, suggest the Town needs a very proactive parking
program and Transportation Demand Management (TDM) policies. However, the analytics of the
actual parking supply and demand suggest a more a deliberate, not rash approach to parking
management and TDM evolution, with both near-term and long-term actions needed.
The first is recognition that public parking is a valuable commodity which needs to be managed
to achieve the vision established in the Mainstreet Master Plan. In the near-term, the Town needs
to introduce the importance of public parking by initiating time-limits for on-street parking and
establish a framework internal to the Town to help maintain and enforce an evolving parking
program. Concurrently, the Town needs to begin initiating TDM polices to improve the efficiency
of their parking resources.
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is a transportation industry standard term referring
to a body of actions that seek to “manage the demand for travel by drive-alone private car, rather
than catering for its demand, or managing the road system.” In simple terms, TDM provides
people with a variety of mobility options (other than driving alone) to reduce vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) and gain environmental, conservation, and sustainability benefits—generally without large
infrastructure investments. TDM actions or measures come in many shapes and forms but are
primarily categorized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Employer or Institutional Support Actions;
Financial Incentives or Disincentives;
Alternative Work Arrangements; and,
Local and Regional Infrastructure and Policy.

TDM methods have traditionally emphasized program information, encouragement, and
incentives provided by local or regional organizations and have extended to the private sector;
however, as congestion increases throughout the U.S., a stronger focus on infrastructure is
entering the conversation. This emphasis on infrastructure (e.g. bike and pedestrian paths, transit
enhancements, and even a stronger mix of land use types and densities) often called TDM+, is
gaining momentum as a critical element influencing travel behavior and providing people with
realistic alternatives to driving alone.
The Town of Parker’s multimodal transportation infrastructure is still evolving, and so will its TDM
strategies. As transit service and bicycle facilities improve in the long-term, so will the TDM tools
and their benefits expand. The following table illustrates the range of TDM tools available to the
Town in the near-term and long-term along with potential impacts and relative costs. Until the
alternative transportation system infrastructure expands, emphasis will be rated to local
infrastructure and policies with a few financial incentives/disincentives.
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Table 11.

Recommended Transportation Demand Management Strategies
Propensity Relative
Near- LongTDM Strategy
Description
of Affect
Cost to
Term Term
Behavior Implement
LOCAL AND REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND POLICIES
Creating a parking standard Downtown, in combination
with fee-in-lieu, can incentivize and offer the
development community the ability to contribute to the
High
Low
X
public parking supply in a way that best meets their
needs.
Development Code
Create a lower parking ratio waiver allowance in the
Modifications
development code for prospective developers willing to
commit to comprehensive TDM programs which
Moderate
Low
X
compensate for the lower parking ratio. This is most
effective when alternative mode infrastructure is
present.
Improvements to sidewalks, crosswalks making
Improvements to the
pedestrian more visible and comfortable is needed to
Pedestrian
develop and effective parking management strategy
Low
High
X
X
Infrastructure
where people have choices in where they park and
how they access Downtown.
Improvements to bicycle network such as bike lanes,
shared routes, and increase bicycle parking is
Improvements to the
needed to develop and effective parking management
Low
Moderate
X
X
Bicycle Infrastructure
strategy where people have choices in where they park
and how they access Downtown.
Increased coverage and route headways to the RTD
system serving Downtown Parker is needed to develop
Public Transportation
and effective parking management strategy where
Low
High
X
Improvements
people have choices in where they park and how they
access Downtown.
Traffic Calming measures are implemented to reduce
Traffic Calming
vehicle speeds and encourage safe travel by bicycle
Low
High
X
and walking.
Providing space for a car-share provider will establish
Car-share
a market that will contribute to reduced parking in
Low
Moderate
X
Downtown.
Providing space for a bike-share provider will establish
Bike-share
a market that will contribute to reduced parking in
Low
Low
X
Downtown.
On-Demand
Ridesharing

Mobile apps such as Curb, Zimride, Lyft, and Uber
provide platforms to connect drivers and riders.

Low

Low

X

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES/DISINCENTIVES
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TDM Strategy

Time Limits
On-street
Parking
Time Limits
Supply
Off-street
and
Pricing
Parking Fees

Description
Creating time limits for on-street in highly desired
locations downtown will begin to give parking a
perceived cost and long-term parkers wills shift to
areas with more available parking.
Eliminating overnight parking in highly desired
locations Downtown will encourage land uses with
overnight parking utilize their own resources or shift
parkers to areas with more available parking.
One of the most effective ways to affect travel
behavior. The financial cost of providing parking is high
and often not known by users. Passing along the cost
of parking can educate users of the true cost of driving
and impact their decisions.

Propensity Relative
Near- Longof Affect
Cost to
Term Term
Behavior Implement
High

Moderate

X

High

Moderate

X

High

High

X
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Branding, Marketing, and Communications
Regardless of whether a parking program is budgeting for dollars, staff time and/or scarce
resources, strategic investment in branding, marketing and public education often slides to the
bottom of the list. However, thinking strategically about the ways in which a parking program is
(or is not) communicating with its customers can support (or detract from!) every other aspect of
a parking program’s operations.
The following section outlines a few key branding, marketing and communication strategies that
Parker should consider as it moves forward with implementation of the Downtown Parking Study
and Plan.

Quick Guide: Key Definitions
▪

▪

▪
▪

Brand Position: A Brand Position is a simple statement that conveys
the essence of an organization and provides a promise to both
customers and partners about the type of environment that can be
expected. It also sets the tone for the development of the actual brand,
which will only resonate with patrons and investors if it reflects the true
character of the organization it represents.
Messaging: A messaging strategy is the foundation for all of an
organization’s marketing efforts. Put simply, a messaging strategy tells
the audiences that you are trying to reach why they should visit your
organization, what they will find when they do and why they should care.
For a brand to resonate with its customers and partners, the messaging
strategy needs to inspire confidence that the organization understand its
patrons’ and partners’ needs, and has something relevant and unique to
offer.
Vision: This statement should be very aspirational and speak to the
organization’s ultimate point of success.
Mission: This statement defines what an organization is, why it exists
and its reason for being.

PROGRAM BRAND DEVELOPMENT, MESSAGING, AND
AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION
Intentional promotion and positioning of Downtown Parker’s parking—and in the not-to-distantfuture, menu of multi-modal transportation alternatives—will provide opportunities for increased
user recognition and engagement, as well as increased understanding about existing and future
service areas.
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Branding
An organizational brand goes beyond an organization’s name, logo, and visual identity. A brand
represents an unspoken promise or commitment of quality, value, professionalism, and financial
stewardship about the consistent experience patrons can expect when accessing Downtown
Parker. Over time, a brand becomes synonymous with an organization. When patrons see an
organization’s signage, communication pieces, or uniforms, an emotional connection is created
that evokes the memories and feelings that a person associates with a particular organization.
Branding creates value and starts with truth. It identifies shared values and areas of expertise; for
example, what community needs are and are not being met by the organization? What story is
your current brand telling about the organization? What story do you want to tell? Your
organizational brand provides the foundation for the creation of content and tone for marketing
efforts, customer relations efforts, and organizational culture.

Quick Guide: Position
Here is a helpful way to think about how each of these pieces – organizational mission,
vision, audience, and messaging – all fit together to create one cohesive brand position:
To (Target Audiences):
We are (Unique Identifier):
That (provides “X” to the audience):
By (details that support “X”):
VISION:
• How would you define your ultimate point of success?
• What umbrella task/goal do you possess that will be worked on indefinitely?
MISSION:
• What will you do to continuously work towards your vision?
• What markets are you serving and what benefit do you offer them by working
towards your vision?
Questions to identify key words in a statement that presents the means in which your
organization will work towards the vision:
1. What perceptions, habits, or beliefs do we need to work on or develop in order to
grow?
2. What are we “selling”?
3. Who do we benefit?
4. What’s in our toolbox (i.e., what resources do we provide)

Messaging
Messaging provides the foundation for creating content and tone for marketing and customer
education efforts.
The three key elements to effective messaging include:
1. Consistency: Keeping similar tone/feeling when communicating to your audience.
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2. Frequency: The driving force—keeping the message in front of the audience as often as
possible—and not just focusing on providing “must have” information about construction,
special events and programs, but updates that reinforce the goals of the organization and
remind users of the bigger picture.
3. Anchoring: Messaging that provides a compelling call to action. Memorable, high impact
language and visual presentation that talks to the patron, not at the patron.
Messaging for the Parker’s public parking system should focus heavily on how the program will
work to align parking and mobility policies and activities with the community’s strategic
development and growth goals.
When crafting key messaging for public education and communication about the parking system’s
operational and customer service enhancements, it will be vitally important to carefully consider
the tone of their messaging and how various messages will be perceived by the public. In an
arena, as technical and complicated as parking management, it is often easy to get caught up in
creating messages that try to convey too much information, often in a way that is full of jargon or
technical instructions.

Audience Segmentation
A successful communication strategy starts with identification of audience(s). While every unique
communication effort doesn’t have to be tailored to meet a specific audiences’ needs, it is
important to keep in mind that communication—especially during tense or challenging times—
isn’t a “one size fits all” solution. Audience identification can help the Town know when additional
communication or explanation of a situation might be needed. It also helps prevent overwhelming
customers with irrelevant or too much communication, and can assist with making choices about
communication tools that will be most effective for an audience.
The following list provides a preliminary set of primary and secondary audience segments for
Downtown Parker’s public parking system.
PRIMARY AUDIENCES
⦁

⦁

⦁

Frequent patrons: This audience includes daily commuters and regular patrons of
businesses, organizations and entities that will interact with Parker’s public parking and
system at least once per week. These customers are more informed about parking
policies and regulation than the average parker, however they may be more resistant to
future changes because they have an established routine.
Visitors, new and future patrons: This audience includes moderate to infrequent
users and potential future users. This audience also includes suburban and rural
residents who travel “to the Town” for special events or meetings. This is a more
challenging group to reach because of their infrequent use of the system; however they
are also likely to complain the loudest when they have a negative parking experience.
Business owners and merchants: This audience segment is highly engaged which
can provide both a challenge and opportunity. On one hand, they are very
knowledgeable and are connected to larger groups of stakeholders or customers, and
can act as “peer champions” to help spread the word about improvements to the
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⦁

⦁

⦁

parking system. On the other hand, while these groups often lack knowledge about
professional parking management policies and can become quickly frustrated at the
slow pace of the public sector.
Property Owners: Stakeholder conversations revealed that some downtown property
owners, especially those who have owned property for a longer period, feel that their
private parking has been utilized by the public “for free”. As such, they are more cautious
about what changes to how parking is managed might mean for their investment in
Downtown Parker. This stakeholder group will likely require intense face-to-face
education and engagement.
Development Community: As there likely is an opportunity to work collaboratively with
the development community to achieve more efficiency with existing parking assets, the
development community will continue to be a key customer to consider when developing
parking and mobility related messaging.
Downtown Residents: As two significant Downtown housing options come online in
the next year, striking a balance between how on- and off-street parking is used by
residents, customers, and visitors will be vitally important. As the number of Downtown
residents continues to rise, it will be important to proactively plan for the types of
programs and policies that will be needed to support a 24/7 Downtown like a Downtown
residential permit program, loading/unloading zones and enhanced security. Due to the
privacy afforded by many Downtown housing typologies (i.e., condos), Downtown
residents are typically a bit slower to organize than traditional neighborhoods so it will
be important to identify other channels through which to engage this key group as it
begins to grow like the realtor community, developers and through Downtown
employers.

Wayfinding
It is worth noting that while this chapter does not cover signage and wayfinding in great depth,
both are critical elements in creating a consistent visual identity that provides parking patrons with
easy-to-identify visual cues about where public parking is available and what level of service they
can expect upon arrival in Downtown. As a significant investment is currently being made in
overall and parking-specific wayfinding signage is currently being made, the creation of any new
branding or signage elements should take into account the Town’s overall brand identify as well
as the newly designed wayfinding signage.

Communication Tools and Tactics
⦁

Educational and Informational Resources
⦁ Website: Beyond parking information located on the Chamber’s website for Parker
Days, parking and mobility information for Parker is hard to find when doing a quick
Google search. The following outlines some industry best practices that should be
considered when developing the sort of online “one stop show” that is
recommended as part of this planning effort:
• Basic parking and mobility information/location/directions.
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•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Table 12.

Recommended Investments by User Group

TARGET
AUDIENCE

For Everyone

Frequent Patrons
Visitor, New and
Future Patrons
Downtown
Stakeholders

Mission, Vision, and Values of the organization, and work underway to achieve
those goals.
Contact form for feedback purposes.
Emergency phone number/contact information that is answered 24/7.
Ideally, the website will be created in distinct sections correlating to the target
audience categories, with information neatly sorted and organized based upon
the type of user accessing the site.
The site must be well managed with a plan to keep content fresh and new.
Users returning to the site and finding nothing new are likely to stop utilizing it
as a resource.
In addition to hosting some static content, the site should include tools to allow
users to select how they want to communicate with/receive information about
upcoming changes that will impact parking in the Downtown area.
This site and the content on it should also feed into other local transportation
resources, like RTD.
The webpages should offer a mobile optimized version for those who wish to
access the site on mobile devices.
Consider using Google Analytics (or a similar tool) to track where the website
is receiving the most traffic and actively move those items to the home page.
As the Town’s parking and mobility offerings become more sophisticated,
Table 13 outlines what “next level” investments are recommended, by user
group.

INFORMATION TO INCLUDE
Detailed information about service and programmatic offerings
Comprehensive calendar of events and opportunities for target market audience
engagement with the organization
Links to social media
Special Event information, including event-related street closures, special event
parking rates, and links to legitimate private event parking operators
“About Us” page with professional pictures of staff, leadership, and front line
parking staff
Online citation payments
Construction information, including construction-related street/lane closures,
temporarily reserved parking areas, and meters that are hooded or out of service
Parking options for daily, monthly, and visitor parking, either through links or
downloadable PDF format
Parking options for daily, monthly, and visitor parking, either through links or
downloadable PDF format
Staff contact information for developers, property owners, investors, etc. who may
be interested in investing in Downtown Parker
Links to partnering organization’s websites (i.e., Chamber)
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A few examples of parking programs that have clean, well-branded, and user-friendly websites
include: EasyPark, Vancouver, BC (www.easypark.ca), LexPark, Lexington, VA
(www.lexpark.org), and Park Cedar Rapids (www.parkcedarrapids.com).
⦁

Social Media: Social media has changed the way people communicate, how stories
are told and how information gets distributed. However, as many industries are
noticing, social/new media strategies are only as effective as the consistency of the
staff, intern or volunteer time that is spent to maintain them. The effective use of
social media means making a commitment to keeping it updated and fresh with
content. The most successful parking programs and organizations using social
media are creative in their messaging and approach, using the site not just for
information, but for contests, and fun interactions as well. Social media gives the
brand a personable and down to earth accessibility that gives a user a continuous
reason to keep coming back.
According to a 2014 study of Americans aged 18-24, “more than half of Millennials
said they would consider moving to another city if it had more and better options for
getting around, while 66% said that access to high quality transportation was one
of the top three criteria they [weighed] when deciding where to live”. These
audiences are likely already on social media and will come to expect that they’ll be
able to follow, tweet, post or tag a picture as part of their parking experience.

Exhibit 34.

Facebook’s Reach
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⦁

⦁

Annual Report: It is important to not only share news and information with user
groups, but to also document progress. An Annual Report provides programs with
an opportunity to document and share progress made over the course of a year.
Some basic items to include in the report: annual achievements, budget
information, marketing and outreach efforts, priorities for the coming year, and
statistics on customers served. The Annual Report can also include results from
benchmarking and customer service surveys. A popular trend in Annual Reports is
the creation of online-only reports that are designed as infographics instead of the
traditional text report. This can cut down on cost, provide additional transparency,
and be more digestible for stakeholders. A sample Annual Report Template is
provided in the digital Resource Library that accompanies this report.
Patron Engagement Campaigns/Initiatives:
• PARK(ing) Day: PARK(ing) Day is an annual worldwide event where artists,
designers, and citizens transform metered parking spots into temporary public
parks (www.parkingday.com).
• Bike to Work Day: Partnering with local bicycle advocates could be a positive
way to encourage increased use of alternative modes and to highlight possible
investment in bicycle infrastructure and amenities.

In addition to using these proven channels, the following additional strategies are
recommended for consideration:
⦁ Utility Bill Survey: The utility bill is a powerful tool because it is likely to reach a far
larger audience than can be reached by other, often online-only, tools. Utility Bill inserts
can provide website information, and can list other ways that residents can provide
feedback (i.e., upcoming meeting dates, phone number, or email information).
⦁ Opt-in Text Message System: For those community members who are faced with
“email overload” or who choose not to have a smart phone, offering an opt-in text
messaging system is a good option. A text message number would be provided to
community members interested in receiving text messages about upcoming meetings,
construction updates, or programs that might impact their neighborhood. This system
can be relatively inexpensive and easy to manage. Normal text messaging rates for
those who opt-in do still apply.
⦁ Educational Videos: Videos can be a powerful instructional and informational tool,
especially when trying to convey often technical information about new parking
technology. Videos are also a great way to include customers or other community
leaders like Council members in the development of educational materials, videos, and
other media campaigns (i.e., customers/community leaders can be used to demonstrate
technology in educational videos, replace stock photos on your website, and can be
trained as citizen peer advocates for a particular stakeholder group)
⦁ “Industry/Block Captains”: One of the most powerful tools that can be leveraged is
the sharing of information and advocacy of an idea by peer groups. The new Parking
and Mobility staff person should make one of his/her first tasks to reach out to key
thought leaders in the business, residential, and community development sectors and
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work on getting their buy-in to act as citizen ambassadors for the new enterprise. These
“Industry Captains” can then help broaden the reach of key messages, and often their
voices can carry more weight and gain more trust with peer groups than messages
coming straight from the Town or another public source.

Initial Budget & Funding Options
One of the big advantages that the Town of Parker has with starting a new parking and mobility
management program is the ability to set the guiding philosophy early that any parking revenue
streams will be aligned into one “pot” that is managed as an enterprise fund. While a best practice
nationwide, managing parking operations as a “business” via an enterprise fund model from the
beginning can avoid a tremendous amount of headache down the road. When parking
management functions are not set up as enterprise funds, revenues tend to be siphoned off into
a variety of other uses or dumped into the general fund, which usually means that the parking
system is not able to adequately maintain needed reserves for operations and maintenance, let
alone for investment in future infrastructure. By aligning all related parking revenue streams into
one parking enterprise fund as they “come online”, the Town has the ability to create, over time,
a truly self-supporting enterprise that can cover all its own operating and maintenance funding,
fund parking maintenance reserves, and ultimately finance future parking facility capital
development projects.
Parking revenues from the following sources should contribute to the parking enterprise fund:
⦁ Off-street parking revenues (i.e., permit parking for employees, when applicable)
⦁ On-street parking revenues (i.e., metered parking, when applicable)
⦁ Parking enforcement revenues (i.e., ticketing, fines)
⦁ Special event parking revenues
⦁ Revenues from special districts and/or other parking-related taxes/fees, when
applicable
Policies should be developed to define the appropriate use of parking revenues. Generally
speaking, the following priorities are recommended related to the approved use of parking
revenues:
⦁ Operations and maintenance
⦁ New technology acquisition
⦁ Parking facility maintenance reserves
⦁ TDM and mobility management support initiatives
⦁ New facility capital investments
Initially, the Town of Parker will have an investment in parking management program “start-up
costs” that will exceed any potential initial revenues that might be brought in. Over time, as more
parking management functions are brought online, this balance will shift and at a very basic level,
when all revenue streams are aligned into an enterprise fund, parking can “pay for itself” (this
assumes basic management functions only and does not include a parking system that is carrying
bond or other debt).
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While the implementation of time-limited parking is a recommendation of this report, it is not known
whether this recommendation will be moved forward by the Town, so estimating initial parking
program revenues is challenging. However, we’ve put together a rough expense budget for both
2017 and 2018 that assumes the presence of a part-time staff member (located within Planning
or Economic Development) in 2017 and a full-time employee in 2018 to help provide a ballpark
estimate for the Town about what they might be looking at in terms of an initial investment. This
high-level budget estimate has been broken out by staff costs, operating costs, and program
costs.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Technology Investment (i.e., Parking Logix)
TDM Investments
Infrastructure Costs (i.e., signage)
Marketing and Communications

Program Expenses

Cell Phone
Conferences / Travel (Assumed IPI Annual Conf).)
Memberships / Dues (Assumed IPI,IDA and ULI)
Employee Training & Education
Meals & Entertainment
Misc. Expenses

General Operating Expenses

Insurance Expense
Workers Comp (?)
Employee Insurance (?)

83,863.00

Sub-Total: Program Expense
TOTALS

1,300.00
3,000.00
150.00
800.00
500.00
500.00
6,250.00

-

2017
35,000.00
3,125.00
38,125.00
3,988.00
42,113.00

$16,000
$8,000
$10,000
$1,500
$35,500

Sub-Total: Operating Expense

Sub-Total: Insruance Expense

Payroll Expense
Parking and Mobility Staff Position (PTE in 2017; FTE in 2018)
Administrative Support
Sub-Total: Salaries & Wages
Benefits (Assumed 22% of Salary)
Sub-Total: Salaries & Wages

137,563.00

$30,000
$10,000
$15,000
$3,000
$58,000

1,300.00
4,000.00
150.00
1,000.00
500.00
500.00
7,450.00

-

2018
65,000.00
3,125.00
68,125.00
3,988.00
72,113.00

Table 13.
Estimated 2017/2018 Budget
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As the Town won’t initially have parking program revenues to help support the recommended
addition of staff and programmatic elements, consideration should be given to additional parking
funding strategies.
This section includes information (and case studies where available) about a variety of tools that
communities have used to fund investment in parking and mobility (transportation) infrastructure.
While not these tools will be relevant or available to the Town of Parker, the consultant team
thought it was important to provide an overview of the different types of strategies that
communities across the country are using to support parking and mobility program efforts.
The funding tools covered in this section include:
1. Special Assessment Districts
⦁ Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
⦁ Parking Benefit District (PBD)
⦁ Business Improvement District (BID)
⦁ Parking Tax District
⦁ Transportation Demand Management
District

2. Impact Fees
3. Payment/Fee-in-Lieu
4. Public Private Partnerships (P3)
⦁ Design-Build-Operate-Manage
⦁ Design-Build-Transfer
⦁ Privatization/Monetization

Special Assessment Districts.2
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING (TIF)
⦁
⦁

⦁
⦁
⦁

Captures the increased property value generated by development in an area to create
a pool of money that can be used for area improvements.
When a TIF district is established, the current property taxes are defined as the "base"
amount. In the succeeding years, for a set period of time, any additional property tax
(over and above the base amount) generated within the district is set aside in a special
fund.
That money can then be used to fund further improvements within the district, including
public parking facilities.
TIF money can be used as it is generated or the municipality can issue bonds backed
by the future revenues from the increment collected in the district.
Depending on where a parking facility is being built, this may be a desirable financing
mechanism.

PARKING BENEFIT DISTRICT (PBD)
⦁

⦁
2

A Parking Benefit District is a program through which a city or town agrees to return all
or some parking revenue (generated through parking meters, assessments, and/or
taxes) to area for improvements and/or beautification projects in the district.
Returning parking money directly to the community often improves the general public's

Source: Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning, Public Parking Financing Strategies, 2014.
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⦁

⦁

acceptance of the idea.
"Key stakeholders such as businesses, developers, land owners, residents and
government representatives need to work together to develop goals, objectives and a
plan to create a parking district" (MTC, 2007). These stakeholders will also decide where
and how funds should be spent. One example of a successful PBD is in Old Pasadena,
where on-street pricing was raised to keep vacancy rates around 15% and all parking
revenue was used to purchase street furniture, trees, light fixtures, and to do street
cleaning and maintenance.
In Boulder, the PBD uses revenues to provide free universal transit passes, bicycle
parking, and other services that encourage the use of alternative travel modes.

(Space intentionally left blank.)
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Parking Benefit District
Featured Case Study
District Focus

Houston, TX
⦁

⦁
⦁

⦁

District Organization

⦁
⦁

Implementation
Process

⦁
⦁
⦁

⦁

Funding Mechanisms

⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

Community
Engagement
Strategies

⦁

⦁
Lead Entity

⦁

Parking Benefits Districts (PBDs) are defined geographic areas, typically in downtown areas or
along commercial corridors in which a percentage of the net revenue generated from on-street
parking within the district is returned to the district to finance neighborhood improvements.
The primary goal of a PBD is to effectively manage an area’s parking turnover and utilization so
that convenient on-street parking is more available and easier for motorists to access.
This approach is often used to “ease the introduction of paid on-street parking in areas where it
has not been in place before. The revenue sharing aspect helps overcome initial merchant
reluctance regarding paid parking.
PBDs typically employ a number of parking management techniques to manage parking supply
and demand. By implementing a PBD, the parking will be managed more effectively and a
percentage (typically in 60% of net revenues go to the district and 40% to the City) of the revenue
is reinvested back into community projects as determined by the PBD specific oversight board
or commission.
Adoption of a city ordinance created Houston’s first PBD, the Washington Avenue PBD.
The ordinance stipulated that 60% of the net parking revenue generated within the PBD be used
to fund designated neighborhood improvements.
Deployment of parking meters, pay by phone parking permits and appropriate signage.
Adoption of a defined list of PBD revenue expenditures.
Development of a coordinated public relations plan, which would use wayfinding, signage, and
public outreach to explain the role of paid parking and articulate how parking revenue is being
utilized to benefit the Washington Avenue Corridor.
Formal City Council review of the PBD 18 months after implementation, adjusting the revenue
split and other variables as necessary.
Ongoing evaluation of the PBD performance and policies.
Funding for this district comes from the revenues collected from parking meters within the district
limits.
60% of the net parking revenue generated within the PBD be used to fund designated
neighborhood improvements.
District to bear all administrative expenses.
City to recover all costs (including capital costs) associated with the program.
Public improvement projects in the district cannot be initiated until the District accumulates $250K
in net revenues.
Creation of an advisory committee, appointed by the Mayor and approved by City Council,
comprised of representatives from the business and residential community and non-voting city
department directors.
The committee is charged with developing a project list based on feedback received from public
meetings.
The city regulates and implements areas where parking funds can be collected within the district.
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Measuring Success

⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

Parking Benefit District
Increase in sales tax revenue
Increased meter usage and on-street space turnover
Complaints to the City have decreased
Valet companies are no longer storing vehicles on street
Increase in district development projects
Total revenues inclusive of meter revenue and citations exceeds capital and operating expenses.
Over a ten-year period, revenue projection models forecast:
⦁ $2.4 million in gross revenues
⦁ $924K in operating expense
⦁ $477K in capital expenses
⦁ $1.04 million in net revenues
⦁ 60% of net meter revenues to District for public improvement projects

BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (BID)
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

BIDs levy a special assessment on commercial properties within a defined area.
The additional money is used to fund improvements in the district—including a parking
facility if the area businesses choose to construct one.
Assessments are often on a uniform per unit basis (square footage, receipts, assessed
value).
With regard to parking funded by a BID, there is "typically no exemption or tax
credit…provided to property owners who provide all or a portion of their required
parking" (Baron and Dorsett 2004).

PARKING TAX DISTRICT
⦁

⦁
⦁

Similar to BIDs and PBDs but they only address parking issues, not neighborhood
improvement more generally. In situations where the municipality provides most or all
area parking, the special assessment is levied on all commercial (and sometimes
multifamily residential) properties on a standard per unit basis.
Exemptions may be permitted for those businesses that provide most or all of their
required parking already.
Parking tax districts do not currently exist in Illinois, but they are found in several states,
notably California (Baron and Dorsett 2004).
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TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT (TDM) DISTRICT
Case Study in Action
District Focus

District Organization

Transportation Demand Management District (TDM)
Boulder, CO
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

Implementation
Process

⦁
⦁
⦁

Funding Mechanisms

Community
Engagement
Strategies
Lead Entity

Measuring Success
Notes

⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

SUMP principle (Shared, Unbundled, Managed, Paid)
Master contract with RTD for District employee/resident EcoPasses
Boulder B-cycle, car-share membership provided to all District employees/residents
Functions under the umbrella of the Boulder Junction Access General Improvement District
(BJAGID).
City Council is defacto board, but five-member city council-appointed commission makes
recommendations to City Council; meets monthly.
Commission makeup: three appointees must be real property owners within the district; two are
city representatives that are not required to own property within the district.
District boundaries can be expanded to include new properties, following a formal petition by the
property owner, and a public hearing. At the public hearing, the Commission must consider any
written objections filed by interested persons at or before the hearing.
Evolved from Transit Village Area Plan (TVAP) adopted by Boulder City Council in 2007.
Property owners petitioned City Council to create two overlaying General Improvement Districts
(one for parking, one for TDM programs) in 2010.
City Council subsequently created these two districts named the Boulder Junction Access
General Improvement District – Parking and TDM.
5.000 mills levy on all properties within District boundary.
Annual allocation of parking revenue from Boulder City budget.
2015 Operating budget is $148,695.
Monthly Commission meetings open to the public for participation.
No other active strategies in place.
City of Boulder Planning Department.
The Downtown and University Hill Management Division and Parking Services (DUHMD/PS)
serves the advisory Commission that oversees the BJAD – TDM. The DHUMD/PS administers
the downtown TDM programs (employee Eco Pass, car share, and bike share). They also plan
and implement the BJAD – TDM.
Bottom-line metric is annual counts/surveys of vehicle trip generation.
No other active strategies in place.
New Google campus is in the midst of joining District.
RTD is currently proposing an 18% increase in EcoPass, which violates their agreement with the
District.
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1. Impact Fees
⦁ Impact Fees are implemented by a local government on new/proposed development or
land-use changes to help pay for the costs that the new development may impose on
public services, including expanded off-site capital improvements such as roads,
schools, or sewer systems.
⦁ These fees are usually implemented to help reduce the economic burden on local
jurisdictions that are trying to deal with population growth.
⦁ The property owner/developer pays impact fees, which are often one-time, upfront
payments at the time a permit is issued for a development project. However, payment
terms can vary, and a lien is typically placed on the property until the fee is paid in full.
⦁ Conceptually, impact fee payments could be used for public or private district-scale
infrastructure projects rather than for public, centralized systems only.
⦁ This would depend largely on the flexibility of the municipality’s impact fee policy and
the willingness of the Town Council to explore financing infrastructure that is over and
above what is already budgeted for impact fee funds.
2. Payment/Fee-in-Lieu
⦁ Some municipalities allow developers to pay a fee in lieu of constructing some or all of
that parking (where parking is required).
⦁ The fees collected are used to construct a public parking facility that serves that
particular development, as well as surrounding uses.
⦁ Most cities set a uniform fee per space, with the number of spaces per development still
dictated by the parking code. The fee itself is often less than the full cost per space for
the public sector to provide the parking. Unless updated regularly, the fee may be
considerably lower than the actual cost if the system has been around for a while.
⦁ Vancouver, British Columbia takes an interesting approach by setting the fee per space
equal to the cost to construct that space in a public garage minus the expected revenue
the city will get from that space (Shoup, 2005).
⦁ In most cases, the developer can choose whether or not (and for how many spaces) to
pay the in-lieu fee. Some cities may offer payment in lieu of parking only in certain
districts, where the option is available in downtown commercial/business districts.
⦁ Beyond the financial aspects of payment in lieu of parking, there are a number of
benefits to such programs. Donald Shoup (2005) identifies many advantages to
payment in lieu of parking, including:
⦁ Greater flexibility for developers, which can be a boon for historic preservation given
the challenge parking can pose for adaptive reuse.
⦁ More shared parking, thus potentially reducing the total number of spaces needed
in the area.
⦁ Fewer surface lots, because lots have been consolidated into one surface lot or
possibly a structure.
⦁ Fewer zoning variances that need to be issued, which expedites the development
process and levels the playing field for all developers.
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⦁

Fewer surface parking lots lead to better access management and improved traffic
operations.
3. Public Private Partnerships (P3)
⦁ Public private partnerships (P3) are a way to reduce the public sector's direct debt
burden while also providing needed infrastructure. A key element in this is the ability to
enter into design-build contracts.
DESIGN-BUILD-OPERATE-MANAGE
⦁

⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁
⦁

An example from Connecticut can help to illustrate this innovative method. In 2000, the
state issued bonds to cover the costs of constructing a new parking facility at the Bradley
Airport in Hartford, Connecticut.
Due to the structure of the agreement, the bonds are actually guaranteed by a private
entity.
The state's arrangement used the same entity to design and build the facility and then
after construction, to operate and manage through a lease from the state.
The lease payments cover the state's debt service and the facility revenues cover the
lease payments.
Excess revenues are split between the state and the private operator.
Should the lease payments and revenue sharing prove insufficient to cover the debt
service, the private operator is responsible for making up the difference (Bier et al 2006).
Private operators like SP Plus are currently employing this strategy in some
communities.

BUILD-OPERATE-TRANSFER
⦁
⦁

A private entity may cover the costs associated with building public infrastructure,
operate it until the costs are recovered, and then transfer ownership to a public agency.
Early parking meters were often installed in this fashion with manufacturers of meters
installing them and recovering costs until they were paid for (Shoup 2005).

MONETIZATION / PRIVATIZATION
⦁

One example of a public-private partnership, while controversial, shows how
partnerships can be used in parking strategies. For an upfront payment of $1.2 billion,
Chicago leased the city's meters to Chicago Parking Meters LLC for 75 years. In return
for operating and maintaining the system, the company receives all revenue from the
meters. The city maintains control of meter rate increases, though they are supposed
to be brought closer to market levels over the next five years (Chicago Receives $1.157
Billion Winning Bid for Metered Parking System, December 2008).

Another example of this type of P3 is The Ohio State University (OSU). In 2012, OSU entered a
concession agreement with CampusParc, which gave CampusParc the right to operate the
university’s parking system for a period of fifty (50) years. Over the fifty (50) years of the Ohio
State parking concession, the OSU expects income from the $483 million payment to provide
$3.1 billion to academic initiatives such as hiring faculty, offering more student scholarships, and
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supporting the arts and humanities. To date, the OSU reports interest income on the payment of
$112 million. Daily operations of the parking system are managed by LAZ Parking.

Recommendations
As the Town of Parker identifies potential funding sources to begin building its parking fund, it is
recommended to explore the following funding options in the short- to mid-term:

Payment/Fee-in-Lieu
As outlined in the previous section focused on recommended adjustments to the land
development code, concurrent with the establishment of parking requirements in Downtown, the
Town should create a fee-in-lieu-of parking option for Downtown investors. This fee-in-lieu would
enable developers the choice of either meeting a higher requirement for constructing private
parking spaces, or paying into a fund (or dedicate a public easement over parking spaces) to
attain a reduced parking requirement.
Fees-in-lieu are common tools used throughout Colorado, providing incentives and a funding
source for shared public parking investments. If the Town chooses to employ a fee-in-lieu
component in its land development regulations, it is important to concurrently establish the parking
improvement fund in the Title 4, Revenue and Finance, portion of the Parker Municipal Code and
outline how the revenues collected would be allocated toward a wide-range of parking
improvements identified in this plan.
The most difficult action in establishing a fee in-lieu ordinance is the first-time establishment of
the fee. The intent of the fee would be to collect revenues needed to construct a public parking
space, or acquire a public access easement for shared parking. The cost of a new surface parking
space, if land is acquired, ranges between $8,000 and $12,000 per space. A parking structure
costs between $20,000 and $30,000 per space.
The fee-in-lieu will evolve as land values increase in Downtown Parker and the need for a parking
structure emerges. A fee equivalent to the cost of a surface parking space should be used initially.
This is because the most practical solution to adding parking spaces in Parker right now would
be through acquisition of public access easements.
Downtown Parker is seeking to evolve into a more walkable environment which is served by
higher frequency transit. The current off-street parking supply is generally spit into 20% public
and 80% private. As such, a parking ratio aimed at establishing a minimum requirement is needed
to accommodate development with private parking. Concurrently, the Town should establish a
lower parking ratio requirement incentive, in the form of a fee in-lieu of parking, to assist the Town
in expanding its shared public parking throughout Downtown. The following table illustrates the
recommended parking ratios for Downtown Parker.
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Table 14.

Recommended Parking Ratios for Downtown Parker

Non-Residential
Development
1 Bedroom Residential
2 Bedroom Residential
3+ Bedroom Residential
Residential Guest Parking

Private Parking
Shared Public Parking
Ratio
Ratio
Fee In Lieu
4/1,000 SF – Min
3/1,000 SF – Min
4.5/1,000 SF – Max
1-bedroom unit–Min
1-unit
$10,000+ per
1.25-bedroom unit – Max
space/or public
2-bedroom unit –
2-unit
access easement
Min/Max
2-bedroom unit –
2-unit
Min/Max
1 space per 8 dwelling units in addition to the
minimum off-street parking spaces.**

** On-street parking spaces abutting the property line(s) of the primary building housing the use may be counted
toward the required number of residential guest parking spaces. On-street space counted as guest parking is exempt
from a fee in lieu.

Business Improvement District (BID)
Based on the Town’s development landscape and vision for the future, the consulting team
recommends that the Town begin exploration into a Business Improvement District (BID). As
outlined above, this important tool can provide an initial infusion of much-needed funds to kickstart vital downtown initiatives that may take years to work into a smaller to mid-sized communities
already limited municipal budget. Development of a BID must be a community-driven process
where Downtown property owners are included in each step so that they understand and feel
comfortable with the level of transparency provided as to how levy dollars would be used to
improve their property value. A true benefit of the BID structure is that funds can be used for a
variety of purposes, including infrastructure investment to support some of the TDM
recommendations (i.e., bicycle infrastructure), investment in important parking infrastructure (i.e.,
technology like off-street space counters with real-time signage and mobile app information), as
well as other amenities that improve the pedestrian environment like benches, streetscape
enhancements, and wayfinding.
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IX.

Investment in Structured Parking

This important section is broken down into three focus areas:
1. Making the Decision to Invest
2. Functional Design Standards
3. Urban Design Guidelines

Making the Decision to Invest
With the price of “no frills” above-grade, structured parking reaching $20,000-$30,000 per space
in the Colorado market, and the standard operations and maintenance cost at $75-$85 per space
annually, the decision to invest in structured parking is one that some smaller to mid-sized
communities are having a hard time “penciling out”. However, as evidenced by communities like
Boise, ID and Missoula, MT, who have made strategic investments in structured parking to
incentivize or “lead” other investment, structured parking can also be viewed as a potential
economic stimulus.
While the decision to invest in structured parking is ultimately a Town decision that must be
grounded in the larger community vision/master planning efforts, the consultant team wanted to
provide Parker with some strategies to help make the decision a bit more process-based and
consistent. As such, it is recommended that the Town consider using a “Business Score Card”
approach to analyze what the expected return on an investment in structured parking. We often
don’t look at parking or other infrastructure investments in quite the same way as we do other
investments, such as stocks or our 401-K. However, there are some downtown development
agencies and urban renewal districts that have begun setting an expectation of a defined return
on infrastructure investments.
It is recommended that the Town consider setting an expectation of a 5 to 1 return on parking
investments. That is to say that these investments will provide community infrastructure to support
a variety of private sector developments equaling or exceeding 5 times the investment value of
the parking facility. This policy was effectively implemented in Boise Idaho. The Capital City
Development Corporation (CCDC) had a stated goal of a 5 to 1 return on parking investments.
With the recent completion of the so called “BoDo” (Boise Downtown) project, they leveraged
$15.5 million dollars in public infrastructure investment (The Civic Center parking garage
[$8,000,000], the Myrtle street garage [$6,000,000], and a $1,500,000 investment in streetscapes)
in return for $87,000,000 in private development—a 5.61 return on investment. By setting this
philosophy, CCDC had a guideline for the development community to consider before
approaching the City of Boise for partnership to provide parking to support a desired development
opportunity. A sample Downtown Business Score Card is included in the Resource Library
provided in digital form with this report.
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Parking Garage Urban Design Guidelines
To complement and enhance the functional design concepts outlined in that separate effort,
Kimley-Horn teamed with Town of Parker’s existing Urban Design On-Call team, PCS Group, to
develop a clear and concise set of Urban Design Guidelines for future investment in structured
parking assets. A final deliverable of this effort is provided in Appendix I.

Parking Garage Functional Design Concepts
As a separate project, on a parallel path the Downtown Parking Study and Plan, the Town
contracted with Kimley-Horn to develop conceptual parking structure designs (10% Parking
Garage Functional Design) for three sites in downtown Parker, including the Mattione parcel,
Tract A-1, and Tract C. As part of this process, Kimley Horn has developed five total functional
design concepts per site based upon program requirements outlined by Town staff, including (but
not limited to) number of stalls, stall size, user groups (employees, visitors, etc.), parking controls,
passive security requirements, ceiling heights, pedestrian towers, etc.
A final deliverable of this effort is included in Appendix J.
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X.

Resource Library

White Papers:
20 CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE PARKING MANAGEMENT
PARKING REQUIREMENTS REFORM
ON-STREET TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
MUNICIPAL PARKING MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
PARKING AS AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
RESIDENTIAL PARKING PERMIT PROGRAMS

2016 Parking Professional Reading List
Strategy Documents
DEVELOPING A RETAIL PARKING SUPPORT STRATEGY
EXAMPLE OF SHARED PARKING ORDINANCE – CITY OF PORTLAND
EXAMPLE OF SHARED PARKING AGREEMENT – CITY OF PORTLAND
PARKING FUNDING STRATEGIES AND CASE STUDIES
SAMPLE DOWNTOWN BUSINESS SCORE CARD

Operations and Maintenance Guidelines
RECOMMENDED MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
PARKING FACILITY MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
PARKING FACILITY RULES AND REGULATIONS
PARKING ENFORCEMENT AUDIT CHECKLIST
SAMPLE PARKING ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS MANUAL

Marketing and Communications
ANNUAL REPORT TEMPLATE
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XI. Appendices
A. Stakeholder Engagement Strategy
B. Online Survey Results
C. Open House “Hot Dot” Exercise Results
D. Occupancy Heat Maps per Collection
E. Occupancy Tables per Collection
F. Duration Tables
G. Town of Parker Existing Bicycle Parking Inventory
Details
H. Open House Comment Summary
I. Parking Garage Urban Design Guidelines
J. Parking Garage Functional Design Concepts
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